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Nitric oxide donor hybrid compounds as promising anticancer 
agents

Qin-ge Ding, Jie Zang, Shuai Gao, Qianwen Gao, Wenwen Duan, Xiaoyang Li, Wenfang Xu*, 
Yingjie Zhang*

Department of Medicinal Chemistry, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Shandong University, Ji'nan, Shandong, China.

1. Introduction

Nitric oxide (NO), identified in the 1980s as a vasoactive 
small molecule, can regulate various pathological 
and physiological processes in cardiovascular, nerve 
transmission delivery and immune systems (1,2). 
Besides, NO also plays roles in other physiological 
functions such as cellular redox and anti-pathogenic 
responses (3-6). 
 The functions of NO are dependent on the 
interaction with cell factors. Two signal pathways have 
been discussed for mechanisms of NO. In the NO/
sGC/cGMP pathway, endogenous NO synthesized 
by NO synthases (NOSs) activates soluble guanylate 
cyclase (sGC) in cells such as muscles, neurons and 
leukocytes. Active sGC catalyzes the synthesis of 
cyclic GMP (cGMP) (7). Then cGMP activates three 
effector molecules: the cGMP-dependent protein kinase 
G (PKG), cGMP-regulated phosphodiesterases, and 
cGMP-gated ion channels (8). These effectors lead to a 
cascade of effects including smooth muscle relaxation, 
inflammatory pain and platelet anticoagulation (9). 

In the cGMP-independent pathway, the functions of 
NO are based on NO-mediated protein modification, 
including i) binding to metal centers; ii) nitrosylation 
of thiol and amine groups; iii) nitration of tyrosine, 
tryptophan, amine, carboxylic acid, and phenylalanine 
groups; and iv) oxidation of thiols (both cysteine and 
methionine residues) and tyrosine (10).

2. NO-donor hybrid compounds as anti-cancer agents

Because of the promising antitumor effects of NO 
(11), numerous NO-releasing agents (also called NO-
donors) have been developed as antitumor agents, 
including organic nitrates, synthetic peroxynitrite 
(12), 3-morpholinosydnonimine (13), furoxans and 
benzofuroxans and hydroxylamines (14). Increasing 
research showed that NO donors were effective on 
various malignant tumors, such as myeloma, breast 
cancer, ovarian cancer, prostate cancer and pancreatic 
cancer (15-17). Moreover, it is worth noting that more 
and more NO-donor hybrids have been designed, 
synthesized and evaluated as antitumor agents (Table 
1), which will be discussed in the following part of this 
review.

2.1. NO-nucleoside hybrids

Novel NO-releasing 5-FU hybrid (compound 1a, Figure 
1) was designed by Cai TB et al. with an aim to reduce 
the toxicity of nucleoside agents. This hybrid showed 
stronger cytotoxicity on tumor cells and less toxicity 

Summary Nitric oxide (NO) plays important roles in cardiovascular regulation, nerve transmission 
delivery and immune responses. In the last semicenturry, it has been proved that though low 
concentration of NO is tumor-promoting, high concentration of NO could exhibit multiple 
antitumor effects, which led to the research and development of kinds of NO donors and 
NO donor hybrid compounds as antitumor agents. Herein, the recent development of NO 
donor hybrid compounds is briefly reviewed.

Keywords: NO releasing agents, antitumor, NOSs, furoxan, NO-NSAIDs
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Table 1. NO-donor hybrids dependent on different antitumor agents

Compound NO.

1a

1b

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

NO-donor type

NONOates

Furoxan

Furoxan

Furoxan

Furoxan

Furoxan

Furoxan

NONOates

Diazeniumdiolate

Furoxan

Furoxan

Ligand agents

5-FU

Nucleoside

Glycyrrhetinic acid

Farnesylthiosalicylic
acid (FTS)

Platinum

Chalcone

Oridonin

Oridonin

Oleanolic Acid

HDACis

Tamibarotene

      Structure               Cell lines

DU-145, HeLa

143B, EMT-6, KBALB-STK,
KBALB, 143B-LTK, Hs578Bst

HCC cells

HCC cells

SGC-7901,MCF-7, HepG2, HCT-116

60 human tumor cell lines: molt-4, 
HL-60, A549…

K562,  MGC-803, Bel-7402

Bel-7402

HepG2, HCC, H22.

HEL

NB4, HL-60

Ref.

18

19

20

21

23,24

25,26

28,29

30

31

35,36

37
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(compound 1b, Figure 1) with the ability to release NO 
and nucleoside simultaneously leading to high cellular 
cytotoxic effects by inducing DNA alkylation (19).

on normal cells than its parent agent 5-FU in prostate 
and HeLa cancer cells (18). The latter research from 
Moharram S et al. showed that a NO-nucleoside hybrid 

Table 1. NO-donor hybrids dependent on different antitumor agents (continued)

Compound NO.

10

11

12

NO-donor type

Nitrate ester

Nitrate ester

Nitrate ester

Ligand agents

Aspirin

H2S- Aspirin

NSAID

      Structure               Cell lines

HT 29

HT-29

RKO, Caco-2, HT-29, RAW 264.7, 
SW480

Ref.

40

41,42

43

Figure 1. The structure of NO donor hybrids with chemotherapeutic drugs (compound 1-5).
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2.2. The GA-NO-donor hybrids

The glycyrrhetinic acid (GA) and its derivative 
glycyrrhizin acid both showed protective activity on 
hepatocytes. Dependent on the researches of Lai Y et 
al., the hybrid (compound 2) of glycyrrhetinic acid 
and furoxan (Figure 1) showed selective NO-releasing 
activity in HCC cells (20). Compound 2 induced 
selective cytotoxicity against human HCC cells with 
little untoward effect on normal hepatocytes due to the 
cytotoxicity of NO against liver tumor cells and the 
protective effects of GA on normal hepatocytes.

2.3. Nitric oxide-releasing derivatives of farnesylthiosalicylic 
acid

Farnesylthiosalicylic acid (FTS) was a Ras inhibitor that 
inhibited tumor cell proliferation. But its therapeutic 
efficacy was limited because of its high cytotoxicity on 
normal cells (21).
 A combination of FTS and furoxan led to a kind of 

furoxan hybrid derivative 3 (Figure 1), which showed 
highly selective cytotoxicity against HCC through 
cooperative effects of high levels of NO and FTS but not 
in normal liver cells. The evaluation of phosphorylation 
of AKT and ERK showed that compound 3 induced 
stronger inhibition of Akt/ERK phosphorylation than 
FTS due to the production of NO (21).

2.4. NO donors-Pt hybrids

Platinum-based antitumor drugs, such as cisplatin, 
carboplatin and oxaliplatin have been widely used in 
clinical cancer therapy (22). The research of  
 Zhao J et al. found that hybrids of furoxan and Pt (4a, 
4b, 4c, Figure 1) were more effective against gastric 
carcinoma cell line SGC-7901 and colonic carcinoma 
cell line HCT-116 in vitro compared with carboplatin, 
oxaliplatin alone or a combination of oxaliplatin and 
furoxan (23). Moreover, it was demonstrated that the 
hybrids had better stability and less adverse effects than 
Platinum agents (24).

Figure 2. The structure of furoxan-oridonin (compound 6) and NO -OA hybrids (compound 7).
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2.5. NO donors-Pt hybrids

The NO-chalcone hybrid compound 5 (Figure 1) 
exhibited significant activity against colorectal and 
melanoma cancers (25). The nitrate ester chimaera 
5 exhibited moderate broad-spectrum antitumor 
activity against nine kinds of tumors, and showed high 
selectivity toward colon cancer, which proved that a 
NO donor could enhance selectivity of chalcone (26).

2.6. NO-Oridonin hybrids

Oridonin is  a  commercial ly avai lable natural 
diterpenoid, and it has attracted much more attentions 
because of its anti-tumor activity (27). Li D et al. 
demonstrated that furoxan-oridonin hybrids showed 
improved anti-proliferative activity against several 
tumor cell lines due to their NO-releasing ability (28). 
The hybrids showed stronger activity when R1 was an 
aromatic group (6a, 6b, Figure 2) rather than an alkyl 
group. The anti-proliferative activity was stronger when 
R2 contained three carbons (29). 
 Dependent on previous studies, researchers 
synthesized a series of novel NO-releasing oridonin 
derivatives coupling diazeniumdiolates with oridonin 
(30). The hybrids inhibited tumor cell proliferation 
with IC50 ranging from 1.84 to 17.01 μM. The 
antitumor activity was positively correlated to the NO 
releasing ability of these hybrids. Stimulated by the 
antitumor properties of compounds 6a-6f, the hybrid 
6g was a synthesized combination of oridonin and 
diazeniumdiolate, which exhibited stronger inhibition of 
Bel-7402 cells than oridonin, diazeniumdiolates and their 
combination after 72 h treatment (30).

2.7. NO -OA hybrids

Fu J et al. synthesized a series of hybrids based on 

oleanolic acid (OA) and O2-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)-
diazeniumdiolate (31). It was anticipated that those 
hybrids could exhibit selective cytotoxicity to tumor 
cells because they could only be activated to release 
NO in GSTπ overexpressed tumor cells. It was revealed 
that compound 7, which was much more stable than 
JS-K and PABA/NO in the absence of GSTπ (Figure 
2), exhibited strong antitumor potency and low toxicity 
in vivo (32). Treatment with compound 7 (38.3 μM/kg) 
inhibited H22 tumor growth stronger than 5-FU (153.8 
μM/kg).

2.8. NO-HDACIs

Histone deacetylases inhibitors (HDACIs) are a family 
of compounds that could induce cancer cell cycle arrest, 
differentiation, and apoptosis (33,34). Several HDAC 
inhibitors (HDACIs) have been recently approved by 
the FDA or CFDA for cancer therapy, including SAHA, 
LBH589, PXD101 and chidamide for cancer therapy. 
 The classical structure of HDACIs consists of three 
parts: surface recognition domain, linker and zinc 
binding group (ZBG). Our laboratory integrated NO 
donors into the surface recognition domain of HDACIs 
to get two series of NO-donor HDACI hybrids with 
favorable anti-tumor activity (Figure 3) (35,36). The 
NO-donor of 8a is furoxan and the NO-donor of 8b 
and 8c is benzofuroxan. The most potent compound 8a 
had better in vitro and in vivo antitumor activity against 
HEL than the approved HDAC inhibitor SAHA.

2.9. NO-Tamibarotene hybrids

Tamibarotene (AM80), approved in Japan as a selective 
RARα agonist, was used for relapsed or refractory acute 
promyelocytic leukemia (APL). Compared with all-
trans retinoic acid (ATRA), tamibarotene could cause 
higher differentiation and lower drug resistance in APL 

Figure 3. The structure of NO-HDACis (compound 8) and general structure of HDACis.
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cells.
 Our  laboratory designed a  ser ies  of  novel 
tamibarotene derivatives by bridging tamibarotene 
with NO donors with various linkers (Figure 4) (37). 
The studies showed that these compounds (9a, 9b, 
9c) exhibited stronger anti-leukemic activity than 
tamibarotene. Furthermore, the preliminary structure–
activity relationships (SAR) analysis showed that 
biological activities could be enhanced by introduction 
of amino acids in the linker part of these hybrids.

2.10. NO-aspirin

Aspir in  (ASA),  a  kind of  non-steroidal  ant i -
inflammatory drug (NSAIDs), showed potency in 
inhibiting colorectal cancer (38). Studies showed that 
the use of NO-releasing NSAIDs could reduce the 
gastrointestinal risk (39). Williams JL et al. synthesized 
a NO-NSAID hybrid (compound 10) combining 
aspirin and nitrate ester based NO donor (Figure 5), 
and compared its anti-proliferative activity in HT-
29 colon tumor cells with NO-ibuprofen in vitro (40). 
Results showed that the IC50 values of compound 10 
(NO-aspirin) and NO-ibuprofen were 1 μM and 42 
μM, respectively, while the IC50 values of both aspirin 
and ibuprofen were over 1,000 μM. The subsequent 
mechanism studies showed that after 48 h treatment 
with 100 μM of NO-aspirin, PCNA (proliferating cell 

nuclear antigen) expression was reduced by 54.5% and 
more than 83.9% of tumor cells were blocked at G0/G1 
phases. In conclusion, these data demonstrated that the 
NO-NSAIDs are more potent than traditional NSAIDs 
in anti-proliferation and apoptosis induction against 
colon cancer (40).

2.11. NBS-1120

NBS-1120 (compound 11, Figure 5), standing for a 
series of compounds which linked NO-donor nitrate 
ester and H2S-aspirin in one molecule, also called 
NOSH-aspirins, could release gasotransmitters NO and 
H2S simultaneously (41). 
 The lower recurrence of colon cancer and less 
adverse effects of 11 than parent agent aspirin were 
recognized. Compound 11 showed anti-inflammatory 
and anti-proliferative abilities on HT-29 colon tumor 
cells in vitro. It caused G0/G1 cell cycle arrest, 
inhibited tumor growth and increased apoptosis at high 
concentrations (42). In animal tests, compound 11 
reduced tumor volume (96% reduction) and tumor mass 
(97% reduction) at 50 mg/kg, whereas aspirin inhibited 
tumor volume (70% reduction) and tumor mass (65% 
reduction) at the same dosage. Less lipid peroxidation 
and more SOD activity were observed in animals 
treated by 11. These effects might decrease the side 
effects of compound 11 in the gastric mucosal tissue. 

Figure 4. The structure of NO donor hybrids with tamibarotene (compound 9).
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These results collectively showed that NOSH-aspirin 
derivatives were superior to aspirin in both efficacy and 
safety as chemotherapeutics.

2.12. GT-094

Compound 12 (GT-094) was a novel NO hybrid 
combining nitrate ester and NSAID via disulfide 
(Figure 5) (43). Studies showed that compound 12 
inhibited tumor cell growth in both Caco-2 and HT-
29 cells (43). Through a 28-week study, Hagos GK 
et al. found compound 12 could reduce weight and 
multiplicity of tumors in rats contrasted with the NO 
donor azoxymethane. Moreover, 12 could reduce iNOS 
expression more potently than azoxymethane alone. 
 Significant inhibition of proliferation has been shown 
in RKO and SW480 cancer cells after 24 h treatment 
with compound 12. Compound 12 down-regulated 
expressions of pro-survival genes such as hepatocyte 
growth factor receptor (c-Met), epidermal growth 
factor receptor (EGFR), Bcl-2, and vascular endothelial 
growth factor receptors (VEGFR1 and VEGFR1). It also 
decreased the overexpression of Sp1, Sp3 and Sp4 in 
colon cancer cells by down-regulating microRNA-27a 
(miR-27a) and up-regulating ZBTB10 (44).

3. Conclusion

It has been validated with increasing evidence that high 

concentration of NO could exhibit potent antitumor 
activities. Moreover, NO donors combined with other 
antitumor agents exhibited synergetic or additional 
antitumor effects, which stimulated research and 
development of NO donor hybrids as novel anticancer 
agents. Due to the multiple biological effects of NO 
in cardiovascular, nerve transmission and immune 
systems, further research should focus on characterizing 
the pharmacokinetics profiles and systemic toxicity of 
these NO donor hybrids to identify promising antitumor 
leads with higher potency and less side effects.
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1. Introduction

The main logic is that molecules can stimulate and 
assure neurons to act in new approaches, which lead to 
recovery of nerve fibers. Trophic factors are molecules, 
which behave on specific cell receptors to trigger some 
pathways such as protein synthesis and outgrowth. 
Nerve growth factor (NGF) is the main molecule of 
the growth factors family known as "neurotrophins". 
Neurotrophin is a protein molecule which provides 
essential functions to neurons including survival, 
growth, and morphologic plasticity of them (1). NGF 
was discovered in 1951 by Rita Levi-Montalcini 
and since then many neurotrophic factors have been 
described which have effects on the outgrowth of nerve 
fibers. The explanation about the neurotrophic factors 
especially functions and roles of them in the nervous 
system has still been increasing including embryonic 
and postnatal development after injury. There are many 
studies mention main aims of neurotrophic factor 

researches involved in developmental roles, plasticity in 
the central nervous system, and mechanisms of injury 
and signal transduction (1-8). The objective of this 
review is to give an overview of neurotrophic factors 
and emphasize importance of what we know about the 
functional mechanisms by which neurotrophic factors 
reveal their effects from an injury response window, 
including axonal growth and regeneration. 

2. Growth factors

The neurotrophic growth factors family is a classical 
growth factors family of peptides. These peptides 
contribute surviving and differentiating of nerve 
fibers in both central and peripheral nervous system 
by having structural and functional relation to each 
other (9,10). NGF was purified and identified as a 
diffusible factor that enhances the axonal sprouting and 
neurite outgrowth of neurons both in vitro and in vivo 
by Viktor Hamburger and Rita Levi-Montalcini, as a 
member of the neurotrophin family in the twentieth 
century (1,9). After that, brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor  (BDNF) was purif ied and cloned from 
mammalian brain as a second member of neurotrophin 
family. As a result of investigations in molecular 
biology, we know that NGF, BDNF, neurotrophin-3 
(NT-3), and neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5) constitute the 
neurotrophin family in mammals (11) (Figure 1). 

Summary Nerve injuries result in functional loss in the innervated organ or body parts, and recovery 
is difficult unless surgical treatment has been done. Different surgical treatments have been 
suggested for nerve repair. Tissue engineering related to growth factors has arisen as an 
alternative approach for triggering and improving nerve regeneration. Therefore, the aim 
of this review is to provide a comprehensive analysis related to growth factors as tools for 
optimizing the regeneration process. Studies and reviews on the use of growth factors for 
nerve regeneration were compiled over the course of the review. According to literature 
review, it may be concluded that growth factors from different sources present promising 
treatment related to nerve regeneration involved in neuronal differentiation, greater 
myelination and axonal growth and proliferation of specific cells for nerve repair.
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2.1. Neurotrophin family

Neurotrophins are biological molecules that are 
composed of noncovalent homodimers containing 
cysteine and their cysteine parts play a very important 
role in the interaction of homodimer molecules with 
each other (9,12). Homodimers are basically composed 
of two pairs of beta chains. Beta chains are bound to 
each other with extremely flexible 3 short bonds and 
these binding sites are the places where amino acid 
difference, which separates neurotrophins from each 
other, occurs (9). Neurotrophins have a very important 
place among neurotrophic factors. In general, they show 
their effect by interacting with two different receptor 
families. These are p75, member of the tumor necrosis 
factor alpha family, and tropomyosin receptor kinase 
(trk), a member of the tyrosine kinase receptor family 
(13). P75 receptors bind to all neurotrophins with 
similar affinity and members of tyrosine kinase receptor 
family are more selective in binding. For example, 
BDNF binds to trkb receptor while NGF binds to trka 
(14). Two different extracellular domain sites have 
been identified for neurotrophins in these interactions. 
One of these domains, immunoglobulin (Ig)-like 
domain, has been reported to have an active role in 
both maintaining specificity between neurotrophin 
ligands and in regulating the binding and activation of 
neurotrophins (15). 
 Neuro t roph ins  a re  ve ry  impor tan t  among 
neurotrophic factors in terms of their ability to guide the 
axons in growth cone during regeneration. The role of 
neurotrophins in the chemotaxis of the growth cone has 
recently been revealed. NT-3, NT-4/5, NGF and BDNF 
have been reported to be capable of inducing chemotaxis 
in sensory neurons. In addition, responses are inhibited 
in both motor and sensory neurons when antibodies that 
functionally block neurotrophins are used (9,10). 

2.2. Glial cell-lined derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) 
family

The GDNF, persephin (PSP), neurturin (NTN) 
and artemin (ART) constitute the GDNF family of 
neurotrophic factors. GDNF has been defined by the 
effect of increasing the survival of motor neurons, 

while NTN has been defined by the effect of increasing 
the survival of sympathetic neurons. Similarly, PSP and 
ART's beneficial effects of neuronal survival have been 
shown in vitro. Although there are some differences 
in their biochemical structure, neurotrophic factors 
of GNDF family are structurally like neurotrophins 
(10,16-18). 
 The members of GDNF family show their effects 
through receptor complexes formed by high affinity 
ligand binding subunits (GFR-alpha). These subunits 
provide specificity at the same time. For example, while 
GDNF interacts with GFR alpha 1, NTN interacts with 
GFR alpha 2. In general, GFR alpha-receptors bind to 
cell membrane via glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol (GPI) 
(12,16).

2.3. Neuropoeitic cytokine family

Neuropoeitic cytokine family generally known as 
interleukin 6 (IL-6) family and it has functions, which 
contain different neural responses such as neural 
survival and differentiation (19,20). This cytokine 
family generally has a long chain alpha helix structure. 
Unlike both neurotrophins and the GDNF family, 
neuropoeitic cytokines are not biologically active 
homodimers, they are secretory proteins in the form of 
alpha helix (19,21).

3. Interactıons between neurotrophıc factors

Due to the general similarity between receptor activation 
and adaptor proteins related with signal mechanisms, 
it has been suggested that there may be significant 
interactions and similarities between biological responses 
caused by the members of aforementioned three 
neurotrophic factor families in the related cell. This state 
is supported by the results of studies conducted with 
the combinations of GDNF and neuropoeitic cytokines, 
which argue that they either increase each other's present 
effects or show a synergistic effect (9,22). It has been 
reported that in the differentiation of embryonic motor 
neurons, neurotrophic factors of each of the three 
families improve neurite outgrowth, even if in different 
degrees, and that different combinations show synergistic 
effect (23). 
 Neurotrophins, members of the GDNF family and 
neuropoeitic cytokines have many similar and different 
characteristics in terms of both receptor systems and 
related signal transduction pathways and also their 
biochemical components and biological responses. 
For example, with a biochemical approach, while 
neurotrophins and members of the GDNF family 
are homodimeric and biologically active molecules, 
neuropoeitic cytokines are long chain α-helix bundle 
proteins. Although neurotrophins bind to trk and 
p75, which are two different receptor classes, trk-p75 
interaction is also important for neurotrophins in the 
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Figure 1. Main neurotrophic factors and their receptors 
used in nerve repair. Schematic illustration of 3 neurotrophic 
factor families. NGF: Neurotrophin family, GDNF: GDNF 
family, CNTF: Neuropoeitic cytokines. 
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cell adhesion molecules and molecules such as basal 
membrane components also increase. Proliferated 
Schwann cells form linear bands called Bungner Bands, 
which guide regenerating axonal sprouts to reach the 
distal part (30-32). Meanwhile, the changes in the 
temporal expressions of the members of 3 neurotrophic 
factor families and receptors in the distal part have been 
reported to be much more dynamic when compared 
with those in axotomized motor neurons. After damage, 
the expression of NGF and BNDF, which are from 
neurotrophin family, increase in the distal part, while 
the expression of NT-3 and NT-4/5 decreases. Increase 
in the expression of GNDF from the GNDF family and 
IL-6 from the neuropoeitic cytokine and decrease in the 
expression of CNTF (ciliary neurotrophic factor) have 
also been reported. While NGF mRNA can hardly be 
detected in intact nerve normally, it has been reported 
to increase 10 times in the distal part within the first 12 
hours following damage and to decrease to 5 times of 
the normal level on the 72nd hour and stay at this level 
for about three weeks (25,33-35). The BDNF mRNA 
increase, which occurs in the distal part following 
the damage, is quite slow when compared with NGF. 
However, the increase in BDNF mRNA expression 
reaches a detectable level on the 7th day following 
the damage and continues to increase until the 28th 
day. The maximum level of BDNF mRNA is about 
ten times more than that of NGF mRNA (25,35,36). 
The expression of NT-3, one of the members of 
neurotrophin family, can be easily detected in healthy 
nerves with NT-3 mRNA and its expression within 
12 hours following the damage has been reported to 
decrease rapidly and return to basal level within 2 
weeks. Similarly, NT-4/5 mRNA expression has also 
been reported to decrease within 6-12 hours following 
nerve transection (29,33). GDNF, one of the members 
of GDNF family, has been detected in healthy nerve 
and it has been reported to peak in distal part on the 
seventh day following the damage and maintain its high 
level at least for two weeks. While the expression of IL-
6, one of the members of neuropoeitic cytokine family, 
is not in sufficient levels for detection, the expression 
of CTNF is in very high levels. However, after damage, 
the level of CTNF mRNA begins to drop within 24 
hours, and goes about 5 times below the levels detected 
in healthy nerves. Unlike CTNF, the expression of 
IL-6 mRNA increases 35 times in the distal part after 
damage and it returns to basal level again 24 hours later 
(35,37). 
 A great number of experimental studies have shown 
that neurotrophic factors increase the survival rates of 
axotomized or injured nerves. Methods, which provide 
long-term neurotrophic factor release to increase 
survival, include many different strategies ranging from 
exogen neurotrophic factor to adenoviral transfer. In the 
following sections, we will review the basic effects of 
neurotrophic factors one by one.

formation of high affinity binding sites. In addition, it is 
also known that in receptor systems, which use GDNF 
and neuropoeitic cytokines, biological effects such as 
neural survival, differentiation and neurite formation 
affect α-subunits and signal transduction and thus may 
cause more positive effects (24,25).

4. Postinjury effects of neurotrophic factors

Possible changes that occur in neurotrophic factors and 
receptors are very important in terms of regenerative 
evaluation. Regulation of neurotrophic factors in motor 
neurons and distal regions especially after damage is 
important in appreciating their role in regeneration. 

4.1. Changes in motor neurons

Fo l lowing  axona l  damage ,  BDNF,  wh ich  i s 
underexpressed in healthy neurons, is induced quickly 
and BDNF mRNA (messenger ribonucleic acid) 
significantly increases within 8 hours after axotomy 
(26). The increase in BDNF level returns to normal 
levels within the 7th day following the damage. The 
BDNF mRNA increases in neurons after axotomy 
overlaps BDNF protein expression. This protein level 
reaches peak within 7 days after damage and stays high 
until the 14th day when compared with intact neurons 
(26,27). Following peripheral nerve injury, neurons 
neither increase nor express trkA. Following axotomy, 
trkB mRNA has been reported to start increasing on 
the second day, reach the highest level on the seventh 
day and maintain its increased level until the 21st day. 
On the contrary, trkC MRNA has been reported to stay 
relatively unchanged following axotomy while it has 
been reported to decrease significantly after sciatic 
nerve damage (26,28,29). Although what we know 
about the regulation of neuropoeitic cytokines after 
peripheral nerve damage is not as much as what we 
know about neurotrophins, it is known for example that 
IL-6 mRNA increases rapidly after axotomy and returns 
to the basal level 24 hours later. Here, the regulation 
of neuropoeitic cytokine receptors depends on both the 
content and localization of the damage (21). 

4.2. Changes in distal part

Cellular and molecular changes in the distal part after 
damage are first degenerative and they are characterized 
by phagocytic processes, which are initiated by 
Schwann cells and maintained by macrophages. In 
this series of process called Wallerian degeneration, 
myelin sheath and axonal injuries are suppressed by the 
aforementioned cells. The transformation of Schwann 
cells from stabile cell form, which provide myelination 
into rapid proliferating cell forms, which do not cause 
myelination, is effective. With this transformation, a 
great number of growth proteins, neurotrophic factors, 
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4.3. Basic effects of neurotrophins 

It is well acknowledged that BDNF plays a role as a 
survival factor for damaged neurons (38). This survival 
increasing effect of exogen BDNF is temporary and 
dependent on functional trkB receptors (39,40). For 
example, within 4-5 weeks following the damage, 
95% of the neurons had died although the treatment 
continues. The neural survival effect of BDNF after 
axotomy is dose-dependent (41,42). The survival 
increasing effect of NT-3 and NT-4/5 in damaged 
neurons is still disputed and controversial. Some studies 
claim NT-3 and NT-4/5 are as effective as BDNF in 
increasing neural survival whereas other studies have 
reported NT-3 and NT-4/5 to increase survival in 
axotomized neurons, but this effect was less than the 
effect of BDNF. In addition, it has been reported that 
NT-3 does not increase survival in damaged neurons 
when compared with the control group (9). 

4.4. Basic effects of GDNF family

The survival enhancing effect of GDNF in motor 
neurons following damage has been reported. In 
adult animals, exogenous GDNF application has been 
reported to save axotomized motor neurons and in 
addition to injured nerves. However, similar to BDNF, 
one dose GNDF has been reported to have a temporary 
effect (17,18,34,35). Thus, different methods have 
been examined for long-term survival increasing 
effect. Although there are in vitro studies about the 
motoneuronal survival increasing effect of NTN and 
PSP, it has not been completely found out whether the 
other members of the GDNF family prevent cell death 
induced by axotomy (43,44). 

4.5. Basic effects of neuropoeitic cytokines 

The beneficial effects of CTNF, and IL-6 in nerve 
regeneration have been presented (20,45,46). Similar 
to the members of neurotrophic factor family such 
as BDNF and GDNF, neural survival effect of CTNF 
is also transient. In response to nerve damage, the 
changes in neuronal form have been expressed as 
the transformation of phenotype from "transmitter" 
to "regenerative" (47). In vitro studies show that, 
apart from the supporting effect of survival for both 
peripheral and central nervous system neurons, CNTF 
also initiates axonal sprouting and rescues the neurons 
from axotomy-induced cell death (48).

5. Regenerative events following damage

In addition to the survival increasing effects of three 
neurotrophic factor families on injured nerves, the 
similarity of their signal transduction mechanisms 
shows that they have similar abilities to reverse the 

effects of axotomy. 
 It has been reported that neurotrophic factors 
provide neural survival following damage and that there 
is a direct association between exogenous neurotrophic 
factor application and axonal regeneration (22,49). 
In the evaluation of peripheral nerve regeneration, 
total number of axons in the distal part of nerve and 
functional tests are used (50-52). However, axonal 
assessment only in the distal part means ignoring the 
axon outgrowths, which originate from the proximal 
part. Thus, axon outgrowths, which develop as a 
response to exogenous neurotrophic factor treatment, 
are insufficient to estimate direct information about the 
accurate number of axotomized neurons (51,53,54). 
Briefly, combined quantitative evaluations will give 
more precise information about regeneration. 

5.1. Neurotrophins

In axonal regeneration, BDNF can improve axonal 
sprouting. It has been shown that, following nerve 
injury, BDNF does not increase functional recovery 
in tests such as sciatic function index, however, it 
has triggering effects. Although exogenous BDNF 
has inefficacies in postinjury functional recovering, 
endogenous BDNF is known to play an important role 
in peripheral nerve regeneration (38,55). Anti BDNF 
antibody application after damage has been reported 
both to diminish axonal elongation and to decrease 
the axonal density and number (56). One of the most 
important factors of poor recovery in motor functions 
following peripheral nerve injury is the decrease in the 
axonal regeneration abilities of motor neurons. During 
regeneration, a time-dependent decrease is seen in the 
total number of regenerated axons and reinnervation 
of muscle fibers (25,47). However, it is suggested that 
low dose and long term BDNF application increases 
both axonal regeneration and neural cell repair and 
thus it is very effective in reversing the negative 
effects caused by chronic axotomy (38). Moreover, 
similarly, low dose BDNF application has been shown 
to increase the number of reinnervated muscle fibers 
significantly (9). The use of BDNF by axotomized 
neurons can be suitable for the start of axonal growth 
following damage; however, temporary expression 
is not sufficient in the long-term support of axonal 
regeneration. During the first week after damage, NGF 
upregulation occurs in distal nerve root. NGF plays an 
important role of support in increasing Schwann cell 
organization. This support is realized through Bungner 
band. In addition, this temporary upregulation of NGF 
starts the slow developing regeneration after damage. 
Although the axonal regeneration initiating effect of 
exogenous BDNF is limited, the same is not true for 
NT-3. Especially in injury models, which are formed 
through sciatic nerve resection, NT-3 has been shown 
to increase both the number of regenerated axons and 
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myelination significantly (10,29,38). 

5.2. GDNF family

Overexpression of GDNF in muscle fibers may result 
in hyperinnervation at the neuromuscular junctions. 
Thus, it is argued that GDNF eases synapse formation 
during regeneration or acts as "synaptotrophin" for 
developing neuromuscular connections. Since a similar 
hyperinnervation does not occur in the overexpression of 
NT-3 or NT-4/5, this effect of GDNF has been reported 
to be specific (9). Similarly, GDNF application has 
been shown to increase regenerated axonal outgrowth 
significantly in spinal cord and peripheral nerve 
injury (57,58). In addition, there are studies, which 
show that GDNF not only advances the formation of 
neuromuscular connections, but also induces muscle 
innervation plasticity and/or remodeling (59). It is 
argued that it plays a facilitative role in triggering 
axonal regeneration of axotomized motor neurons. The 
role of other members of the GDNF family in axonal 
regeneration has not been specified yet. 

5.3. Neuropoietic cytokines 

CNTF and neurotrophins are known to play an 
important role separately or in combination in axonal 
outgrowth and functional survival after damage (25). 
Studies have reported that the combinations of CNTF /
BDNF treatment has neuroprotective role in the retina 
(60). IL-6 has been shown to be significant in axonal 
regeneration. Antibody application, which prevents 
IL-6 from binding with its receptor, has been shown 
to decrease axonal regeneration significantly (9). The 
role of neurotrophic cytokines in peripheral nerve 
regeneration has been examined in adult rat sensory 
neurons and spinal cord injury models. It has been 
shown that neurotrophic cytokines promote axonal 
regeneration and functional recovery (20,61). However, 
it is not known whether neurotrophic cytokines affect 
by increasing the rate of axonal regeneration or by 
increasing regenerative or terminal outgrowth in axons. 

6. Conclusion

Although it is clear that neurotrophic factors support 
neural survival after damage and intracellular pathways 
are clearly determined, quantitative assessments in 
especially axonal regeneration are very recent. The 
literature shows that regeneration and functional recovery 
depend on the positive and negative signal balance 
between growth factors. Further studies of in vitro and 
in vivo nerve injury and repair models are required to 
make our information about neurotrophic factors more 
comprehensible. Results can cause the design of more 
specific treatment methods in the treatment of low 
functional recovery, which develops after damage.
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1. Introduction

The fast-renewing intestinal epithelium is vulnerable to 
the cytotoxicity of chemotherapy. Cytotoxic agents used 
during chemotherapy are effective at killing cancerous 
cells however they also indiscriminately target certain 
healthy tissue. Chemotherapy-induced gastrointestinal 
mucositis (GIM) is a dose-limiting side effect of many 
chemoagents. It has been pathologically described as an 
intestinal inflammation characterized by an early event 
of epithelia apoptosis (1-3). GIM is a major oncological 
problem, caused by the treatment of malignant disease 
with chemotherapeutic agents. It affects the entire 
gastrointestinal tract and causes pain and ulceration 
in the mouth as well as abdominal bloating, vomiting 
and diarrhoea in the small and large intestines (4,5). 
After treatment with standard dose chemotherapy, 
approximately 40% of all patients and up to 100% of 
patients undergoing high-dose chemotherapy with bone 
marrow or stem cell transplantation reportedly develop 
GIM (4-6). GIM and its associated complications lead 
to a dose reduction of chemotherapy and compromises 
overall survival in cancer patients. GIM adds substantial 

burden on the medical care required for cancer patients, 
increases healthcare costs and reduces patient quality 
of life (7). Current therapies for treatment of GIM are 
suboptimal and potentially toxic. There is an acute 
need for the development of more effective treatment 
strategies for chemotherapy-induced GIM. Emerging 
evidence suggests that complementary and alternative 
medicine (CAM) based therapeutic modalities are 
highly effective in modulating the immune system, 
disrupting the proinflammatory cascade and restoring 
digestive health while improving patient's quality 
of life. In this context we will review some of the 
complementary medicine based therapeutics for 
treatment of GIM. However, before going into these 
details, it is necessary to understand the architecture 
of small intestine and current molecular model for 
pathobiology of GIM.

2. Small intestinal architecture

GIM has been attributed to the high proliferation rate 
in the intestine that is interrupted and reduced by 
chemotherapy drugs, and also to direct killing of crypt 
cells (4-6). The intestinal epithelium is the largest 
of the body's mucosal surfaces, covering ~400 m2 of 
surface area with a single layer of cells organized into 
crypts and villi. This surface is continually renewed 
by pluripotent intestinal epithelial stem cells that 
reside in the base of crypts, where the pro-liferation, 
differentiation and functional potential of epithelial cell 
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manifests as nausea, abdominal pain and diarrhoea in recipients of chemotherapy. GIM is 
a major complication occurring in approximately 80% of patients receiving 5-flurouracil 
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progenitors is regulated by the local stem cell niche 
(8-10). The epithelial layer of the GI tract is a rapidly 
renewing tissue with a high cell turnover rate. Stem 
cells in the lower half of the crypts give rise to daughter 
cells, thereby producing all the cells of the epithelium. 
Newly produced cells migrate out of the crypts up to the 
villus or migrate downward into the base of the crypts 
and reside under or between the stem cells. During 
migration up to the villus, most cells differentiate into 
functional enterocytes (11). It is generally accepted that 
once epithelial cells complete their migration along the 
crypt-villous axis they are sloughed off into the lumen. 
This rapid turnover of cells explains why the GI tract 
is particularly susceptible to the effects of cytotoxic 
agents (12). Despite the different sites of action of 
various chemoagents, the end result is intestinal crypt 
hyperplasia (4,5). The epithelial stem cells in the 
small intestine become damaged and no longer divide 
or differentiate into specific cell lineages following 
chemotherapy leading to a rapid loss of structure and 
function (13).

3. Pathobiology of GIM

In the last decade, significant progress has been made 
in understanding the pathobiology of GIM. It has been 
postulated that GIM occurs in five overlapping phases: 
initiation, up-regulation and message generation, 
signalling and amplification, ulceration and healing 
(14-16). Upon anti‐cancer treatment, both DNA and 
non‐DNA damages occur. DNA strand breaks cause 
direct injury in cells of the basal epithelium. At the 
same time, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are formed, 
starting downstream biological events. Nuclear factor 
kappa B (NFκB), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) as well 
as pro-inflammatory cytokines like interleukin-6 (IL-
6), interleukin-1β (IL-1β) and tumour-necrosis factor 
(TNF) have been suggested to play a key role in the 
development of GIM (17-20). These overlapping steps 
are thought to be largely driven by the activation of 
NFκB, subsequently promoting key pro-inflammatory 
cytokines. Furthermore, apoptosis, pathogenic bacteria, 
inflammation, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), 
loss of mucosal barrier integrity and toll like receptors 
(TLRs) have also been reported to play an important 
role in GIM (21-28).
 There is evidence that chemotherapy can induce 
GIM through various pathways. The timing of 
histological lesions, peak tissue levels of NFκB 
and pro-inflammatory cytokines are different 
according to the chemotherapy agents like irinotecan, 
methotrexate (MTX) or 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) (29). 
Commensal bacteria play an important role in intestinal 
homoeostasis, and have some protective effect on the 
intestinal integrity. Their interactions with TLRs and 
subsequent activation of NFκB signalling pathway 
contributes to intestinal homoeostasis, maintaining 

the barrier function and promoting wound repair 
and tissue regeneration (30,31). TLRs initiate the 
innate immune response and the production of pro-
inflammatory mediators including IL-1β, nitric oxide 
and IL-18, whose role in intestinal GIM is well known 
(32-34). Recently, TLR/MyD88/NF-κB pathway has 
been implicated in the mechanisms of damage involved 
in chemotherapy-related GIM (27). It has also been 
reported that TLR-2 acts as a central regulator of 
xenobiotic defense and targeting TLR2 may represent 
a novel therapeutic approach in chemotherapy-induced 
GIM (26). 
 Role of platelet-activating factor (PAF) in 
chemotherapy-induced GIM has also been reported (35). 
NADPH oxidase 1 (NOX1) has also been suggested to 
be involved in pathogenesis of GIM (36). Furthermore, 
role of NOX-2 mediated inflammasome activation 
and inflammasome-dependent production of IL-
1β and IL-18 has also been verified (37). The mucin 
layer is an integral component of barrier function in 
the intestine and chemotherapy agents significantly 
decreased epithelial mucin levels in the jejunum of rats 
(38). Findings strongly suggest chemotherapy causes 
tight junction defects which lead to mucosal barrier 
dysfunction and the development of GIM (23). Thus, it 
is quite clear that pathobiology of GIM involves many 
signalling pathways and diverse range of molecules. 
 Given the literature summarised above, it is clear 
that some kind of preventative therapy is required 
for GIM in patients receiving cancer chemotherapy 
treatment. In many cases of cancer chemotherapy 
the treatment needs to be discontinued due to high 
incidence of GIM, risking the life of patients. CAM is 
widely used, particularly for chronic medical conditions 
that are difficult to treat. Because only a limited number 
of treatments are available for GIM, many patients 
can opt for CAM. Two of the most important CAM 
therapeutic modalities for chemotherapy induced GIM 
are based on plants and probiotics.

4. Plant based complementary therapies

Aged garlic extract (AGE) administration has been 
reported to decrease the severity of jejunal damage 
against MTX-induced GIM in the small intestine 
of rats (39,40). MTX induced apoptosis of IEC-6 
cells was shown to be depressed by AGE (41). The 
MTX-induced loss of viable IEC-6 cells was almost 
completely prevented by the presence of more than 
0.1% AGE (41). Grape seed extract (GSE) represent 
a new therapeutic option to decrease the symptoms of 
GIM. Compared with 5-FU controls, GSE significantly 
decreased the histological damage score, increased 
jejunal crypt depth, attenuated the chemotherapy-
induced reduction of mucosal thickness and decreased 
myeloperoxidase activity in rat models of GIM (42,43). 
GSE has also been reported to improves epithelial 
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of intestinal epithelial cells (57). Curcumin decreased 
the levels of ICAM-1, IL-1β and TNF-α, but increased 
the levels of IL-10 and SOD in rat models of GIM 
(58). Furthermore, mitogen-activated protein kinase 
phosphatase-1 (MKP-1) was activated but phospho-p38 
was inhibited by curcumin (58). Curcumin also repressed 
I-κB and interfered with the translocation of NF-κB 
into nucleus (58). These findings suggest that curcumin, 
with anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant activities may 
be used as an effective reagent for protecting intestinal 
mucosa barrier during chemotherapy-induced GIM 
(58). Administration of beta-glucan following MTX 
has been reported to attenuate the tissue damage (59). 
Stimulation index, an indicator of oxidative burst in 
the neutrophils, was decreased by MTX, while beta-
glucan abolished this effect (59). Furthermore, increased 
leukocyte apoptosis and cell death in MTX-treated 
animals were inhibited by beta-glucan. These findings 
suggest that beta-glucan, through its antioxidant and 
immunoregulatory effects, may be of therapeutic value 
in alleviating the leukocyte apoptosis, oxidative tissue 
injury and thereby the intestinal and hepato-renal side 
effects of MTX treatment (59). 
 Saireito, a traditional Japanese herbal medicine 
and a combined formulation of two herbal medicines 
(shosaikoto and goreisan) reduced 5-FU-induced GIM 
through reduction of apoptosis in the intestinal crypt 
via suppression of the up-regulation of inflammatory 
cytokines (60). Administration of saireito significantly 
suppressed the activation of caspase-3 and reduced 
5-FU-increased apoptotic cells, with an inhibition rate of 
67.8% (60). Furthermore, it significantly attenuated the 
up-regulation of both TNF-α and IL-1β mRNA induced 
by 5-FU. The inhibition rate was 72.5 and 77.6% for 
TNF-α and IL-1β, respectively (60). Iberogast, a mixture 
of extracts from bitter candytuft (Iberis amara), angelica 
root (Angelicae radix), milk thistle fruit (Silybi mariani 
fructus), celandine herb (Chelidonii herba), caraway 
fruit (Carvi fructus), liquorice root (Liquiritiae radix), 
peppermint herb (Menthae piperitae folium), balm leaf 
(Melissae folium) and chamomile flower (Matricariae 
flos) partially improved the histopathological features 
of 5-FU induced GIM in rats (61,62). Acteoside, a 
phenylpropanoid glycoside derived from plant species in 
the Scrophularia genus alleviated MTX-induced small 
intestinal mucositis possibly by preventing inflammation 
(63,64). Mucoadhesive formulation of Bidens pilosa 
L. (Asteraceae) has recently been reported to reduce 
intestinal injury from 5-FU induced GIM in mice (65). 
Plant based complementary medicine therapeutics 
useful for treatment of chemotherapy induced GIM are 
summarized in Table 1.

5. Probiotics

Previous studies have indicated that gastrointestinal 
microflora may be involved in the development 

structure, intestinal epithelial differentiation and 
suppress inflammation in ileum of IL-10-deficient mice 
(44,45). Grapes are rich in polyphenols that vary in 
their distribution inside the grapes with less than 10% 
in the pulp, 60-70% deposited in seeds, and 20-35% in 
the skin (46). Proanthocyanidins are believed to be the 
key bioactive constituents in GSE (47). Administration 
of proanthocyanidin decreased the jejunal damage and 
malondialdehyde level, which were caused by MTX 
treatment and increased superoxide dismutase and 
glutathione peroxidase levels in rats (48,49). 
 It has been reported that apricot and beta-carotene 
treatment may protect the impairment of oxidative 
stress and ameliorate MTX-induced intestine damage 
at biochemical and histological levels (50). Single or 
combined application of apricot and beta-carotene 
ameliorated the effects like fusion and shortening in the 
villus, epithelial desquamation, crypt loss, inflammatory 
cell infiltration in the lamina propria, goblet cell 
depletion and microvillar damage in the small intestine 
of rats treated with MTX (50). Administration of 
Vitamin A is also known to decrease the MTX-induced 
damage to the small intestine (51). Ellagic acid (EA) 
and pumpkin seed oil (PSO) have been suggest to 
protect the small intestine of rats from MTX-induced 
damage through their antioxidant and anti-inflammatory 
effects (52). Administration of EA and PSO decreased 
the intestinal damage, prostaglandin E2 and nitric oxide 
level (52). Hesperidin, a flavanone glycoside mainly 
found in citrus fruits has been reported to prevent 
intestinal epithelial injury resulting from chemotherapy 
treatment (53). The small intestinal damage score, 
inducible nitric oxide synthase and interleukin-8 levels 
were lower MTX plus hesperidin group (53).
 Aqueous extract of Chimonanthus nitens var. 
salicifolius (CS), a traditional Chinese herb has been 
found to be beneficial against 5-FU induced GIM in 
mice (54). CS attenuated the subsequent body weight 
loss, diarrhea, and faecal blood, reducing the hepatic 
injury, and maintaining both intestinal length and 
villus structure (54). Downregulation of apoptotic gene 
caspase3 in CS group compared with mice treated 
with 5-FU only was reported (54). CS aqueous extract 
treatments suppressed the elevation of TNF-α induced by 
5-FU challenge. Furthermore, other cytokines, including 
IL-1β and IL-12b, were also inhibited by CS treatment, 
suggesting an anti-inflammatory effect of CS (54). 
Three flavonoids rutin, quercetin, and kaempferol were 
identified by HPLC to be abundant in the aqueous extract 
of CS (54). Rutin is considered as a powerful antioxidant 
with pharmacological benefits including antitumor, anti-
inflammatory, and anti-diarrhoeal effects (55,56).
 Curcumin has been reported to significantly reverse 
chemotherapy-induced weight-loss and damage to 
intestinal mucosa (57). Curcumin also reduced the 
expression of pro-apoptotic Bax but stimulated anti-
apoptotic Bcl-2 to attenuate 5-FU-induced apoptosis 
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of chemotherapy-induced mucositis and diarrhoea 
(66,67). It has been suggested that intestinal bacteria 
can attenuate or aggrevate GIM by influencing the 
intestinal inflammatory process, influencing intestinal 
permeability, influencing the composition of the mucus 
layer, influencing resistance to harmful stimuli and 
enhancing epithelial repair, and the activation and 
release of immune effector molecules (67). Mucins 
play an important role in maintaining the integrity of 
the normal intestinal flora by providing attachment 
sites for intestinal flora and pathogenic bacteria (68). 
Therefore, maintaining a healthy microbiota and mucin 
layer during chemotherapy treatment could minimise 
the complications associated with GIM. In this context, 
probiotic microorganisms represent a promising 
therapeutic option in treatment of GIM (69,70). 
Probiotics are defined as living microorganisms 
which when administered in adequate amounts, exert 
desirable health benefits on the host (71). Probiotics 
are known to exert beneficial effects to the host when 
ingested, and therefore could be useful in controlling 
the intestinal microflora during chemotherapy (72,73). 
Most commonly used probiotic bacteria include genera 
of Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium. However, few 
strains of Enterococcus, Streptococcus, Lactococcus 
and certain species of non-pathogenic Escherichia 
strains have also been classified as probiotics (73). 
 Lactobac i l lus  ac idophi lus  admin is t ra t ion 
concomitantly with 5-FU and alone for two additional 
days has been reported to significantly reverse the side 
effects of GIM (74). These include improvement in 
villus height-crypt depth ratio and decrease in TNF-α 
and IL-1β levels after 5-FU treatment (74). Probiotic 
mixture VSL#3 reduced weight loss, prevented diarrhea 
and inhibited apoptosis in small and large intestine after 
treatment with irinotecan (75). Saccharomyces boulardii 
significantly reversed histopathological changes, reduced 
neutrophil infiltration and reduced concentrations of 
TNF-α and IL-1β after 5-FU treatment (76). Cow's 
milk yoghurt fermented with Lactobacillus johnsonii 
and Sheep's milk yoghurt containing Lactobacillus 
bulgaricus and Streptococcus thermophilus improved 
small intestinal barrier functions as determined by 

lactulose/mannitol ratio in MTX-induced rat models of 
GIM (77). 
 Orally ingested Streptococcus thermophilus 
attenuated MTX-induced small bowel damage in rats 
as indicated by non-invasive sucrose breath test (78). 
Probiotic derived supernatant from Escherichia coli 
Nissle 1971 (EcN) partially protected the intestine 
of dark agouti rats from 5-FU induced GIM and 
significantly decreased cell death induced in IEC-6 cell 
lines after treatment with 5-FU (79,80). Lactobacillus 
fermentum BR11 reduced jejunal inflammation as 
evident from reduced myeloperoxidase activity in 
5-FU induced rat models of GIM (81). Pre-treatment 
EcN and LGG (Lactobacillus rhamnosus) supernatants 
lowered caspase activity, inhibited enterocyte 
apoptosis and loss of intestinal barrier function 
induced by 5-FU treatment of IEC-6 cells (82). Oral 
administration of probiotics Lactobacillus casei variety 
rhamnosus (Lcr35) or Lactobacillus acidophilus and 
Bifidobacterium bifidum (LaBi) appeard to ameliorate 
the intestinal mucositis severity by inhibition the 
expressions of proinflammatory cytokines (83). Various 
microorganisms used as probiotics for treatment of 
chemotherapy induced GIM are summarized in Table 2.

6. Miscellaneous complementary therapies

Administration of Emu oil daily via orogastric gavage 
after intraperitoneally injected single dose of 5-FU 
improved rate of recovery from GIM (84). Significant 
decrease in activated neutrophil infiltration, improvement 
in crypt depth and villus height, decrease in acute 
inflammation and overall improvement in mucosal 
architecture in the intestine have been reported after 
Emu oil supplementation (84,85). Lyprinol, a lipid 
extract derived from mussels and rich in omega-3 
polyunsaturated fatty acids partially improved 5-FU 
induced GIM in rat models (86). Mice that received 
dietary supplementation with omega-3 fatty acid were 
associated with mucosal integrity and a reduced number 
of apoptotic cells in the ileum mucosa compared to the 
mice that received the control diet and 5-FU injection 
(87).

Table 1. Plant based complementary therapies for GIM

Complementary Therapy

Aged garlic extract
Grape seed extract
Apricot and β-carotene
Ellagic acid & pumpkin seed oil
Hesperidin
Aqueous extract of Chimonanthus nitens
Curcumin
β-glucan
Saireito
Iberogast
Acteoside
Mucoadhesive formulation of Bidens pilosa

Effect

Apoptosis (Decrease)
Inflammation (Decrease), Myeloperoxidase activity (Decrease)
Inflammatory cell infiltration (Decrease)
Prostaglandin E2 (Decrease), Nitric oxide (Decrease)
Inducible nitric oxide synthase, Interleukin-8 (Decrease)
Caspase3 , TNF-α (Decrease)
Bax, IL-1β, TNF-α, I-κB (Decrease)
Leukocyte apoptosis (Decrease)
Apoptosis, IL-1β, TNF-α (Decrease)
Histopathological features (Improve)
Inflammation (Decrease)
Bax (Decrease), Myeloperoxidase activity (Decrease)

Reference

39,40,41
42,43,44,45
50,51
52
53
54
57,58
59
60
61,62
63, 64
65
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 Dietary L-arginine supplementation decreased 
enterocyte apoptosis accompanied by decrease in Bax 
mRNA and protein expression and increased Bcl-2 
protein levels in rat model of MTX-induced GIM (88). 
L-arginine attenuated the histopathological score and 
myeloperoxidase activity promoting partial mucosal 
recovery, reducing inflammation and improving 
intestinal permeability in 5-FU induced GIM (89). Diet 
containing β-hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate, L-glutamine 
and L-arginine significantly decreased apoptosis in rats 
after administration of 5-FU (90). Pre-treatment with 
insulin-like growth factor-I in rats improved various 
intestinal parameters and partially attenuated features 
of intestinal mucositis when assessed 48 h after 5-FU 
chemotherapy (91). Table 3 summarizes these therapies. 

7. Conclusions

Treatment options for patients with GIM are limited, 
and prevention requires an understanding of the 
pathophysiological mechanisms underlying GIM 
development. Despite the debilitating symptoms of 
chemotherapy-induced GIM, there remains no truly 
effective treatment strategy capable of preventing the 
associated intestinal damage. In this context, the role 
of CAM in treatment of GIM is very critical. Therapies 
based on CAM have been reported to improve the 
symptoms of GIM. Enthusiasm for CAM use and 
research is clearly growing. Medline citations for 
alternative medicine have steadily increased from 
69 citations in the 1970s to 423 citations since 2000 
(92). GIM with its varied pathobiology presents 
many molecular steps that can be targeted with CAM. 
However, the absence of rigorous scientific testing has 

delayed the use of CAM in mainstream medicine. In this 
review, many studies related to use of CAM in treating 
GIM have been reported. Further studies are required 
to optimize the use of these novel agents to alleviate the 
distressing symptoms of intestinal mucositis. We have 
much still to learn about CAM treatments in terms of 
efficacy, safety and cost-effectiveness. For safe treatment 
of chemotherapy induced GIM, a truly collaborative 
effort between CAM practitioners, conventional 
physicians and research scientists is needed. 
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Comparing the physicochemical and pharmaceutical properties 
of brand-name, generic, and OTC felbinac tapes
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1. Introduction

A topical preparation containing a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug, felbinac-containing tape preparation, 
is selected for many patients to relieve muscular or 
articular pain (1). Concerning this drug, a brand-name 
medicinal product, Seltouch, and many generic products 

are commercially available, and a large number of 
switched OTC drugs are also commercially available. 
The active component contents of these switched OTC 
drugs are equivalent to those of medicinal products; 
similar effects may be obtained. As for merit, the former 
can be purchased at a drug store without prescription. As 
anyone can purchase the switched OTC drugs without 
consulting a hospital, these drugs may reduce expanded 
health expenditures as an important social problem. 
However, the effects are not sufficient (2,3).
 In the future, to promote the widespread use of 
proprietary drugs, including switched OTC drugs, it is 
necessary to appeal to their wide usefulness. To provide 
adequate drug information to patients, pharmacists 
must understand the pharmaceutical properties of both 

Summary We measured the pH, water-vapor permeability, adhesive force, peeling-force, elongation 
rate, support flexibility, and peeling time of medicinal and over-the-counter (OTC) tape 
preparations containing felbinac. When measuring the pH of each preparation, Felnabion (pH 
4.5) was weakly acidic, and EMEC and Tokuon (pH 7.0) were neutral. When measuring the 
water-vapor permeability of each preparation, that of a generic product, EMEC (380 g/m2/24 
h), was twice as high as that of a brand-name product, Seltouch (189 g/m2/24 h). The adhesive 
force was measured using the ball tack test. The adhesive forces of OTC drugs, Salomethyl, 
Homepass, and Tokuhon (1.04 g), were higher than that of Seltouch (0.06 g). Concerning 
peeling-force measurement, the peeling-forces of a generic product, Falzy (4.15 N), and an 
OTC drug, Omuneed (4.89 N), were higher than that of Seltouch (0.91 N). The elongation 
rates of a generic product, Sumilu (319%), and OTC drugs, Nabolin (298%) and Homepass 
(299%), were higher than that of Seltouch (251%), but that of Tokuhon (72%) was lower. 
The support flexibilities of EMEC (150 degrees) and Tokuhon (131 degrees) were higher than 
that of Seltouch (96 degrees). In addition, the peeling time of Seltouch was 120 min or more, 
whereas those of EMEC and Nabolin were 1.4 and 0.2 min, respectively. These results suggest 
that the differences in pharmaceutical properties, such as the pH, water-vapor permeability, 
adhesive force, peeling-force, elongation rate, support flexibility, and peeling time, among 
the preparations markedly influence patients' subjective comfortableness. The results of this 
study facilitated individuals’ comfortableness-matched drug selection.
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medicinal and proprietary drugs. However, information 
on these drugs is not sufficient (4).
 We have compared the pharmaceutical properties of 
various medicinal drugs between brand-name and generic 
products (5-9). In this study, with respect to felbinac-
containing tape preparations, which are used in many 
patients, we compared the pharmaceutical properties of 6 
medicinal drugs (1 brand-name and 5 generic products) 
and 8 OTC drugs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

As felbinac tape, a brand-name product, Seltouch® tape 
70 (Teikoku Seiyaku Co., Ltd., Kagawa, Japan), generic 
products, Felbinac® tape 70 mg "EMEC" (Kyukyu 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), Sumilu® 
tape 70 mg (Mikasa Seiyaku Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), 
Flex® tape 70 mg (Hisamitsu Pharmaceutical Co., Inc., 
Osaka, Japan), Felnabion® tape 70 mg (Okayama Taiho 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Okayama, Japan), Falzy® tape 
70 mg (Nipro Patch Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan), and OTC 
products, Nabolin® Felbinac 70 (Kyukyu Pharmaceutical 
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), Patecs® Felbinastar VL (Daiichi 
Sankyo Healthcare Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), Faitus® 
3.5αL (Hisamitsu Pharmaceutical Co., Inc., Osaka, 
Japan), Salomethyl® FB Patch 35 (Toko Pharmaceutical 
Industrial Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), Omuneed® FB Plaster 
(Teikoku Seiyaku Co., Ltd., Kagawa, Japan), Homepass® 
FR (Oishi Koseido Co., Ltd., Saga, Japan), Tokuhon® 
Felbina Plaster (Tokuhon Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), 
Menfla® Felbinac Onkan (Kyoritsu Pharmaceutical 
Industres Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), were purchased and 
used in this experiment (Table 1). All the other reagents 
were of analytical grade.

2.2. Measurement of pH

We measured pH values, as described by Wada et al. 

(8). Briefly, each preparation was cut into sections 
measuring 70 × 50 mm, placed in sample bottles 
containing 20 mL of purified water, and agitated for 24 
h. Subsequently, the pH of the solution was measured 
using a Benchtop pH meter F-74 (HORIBA, Ltd., 
Kyoto, Japan). For each product, measurement was 
conducted 3 times, and the mean was adopted as its pH 
value.

2.3. Measurement of the water-vapor permeability

The water-vapor permeability test was performed, 
as described by Hiyoshi et al. (10). Briefly, 10 mL 
of purified water was placed in a glass container, 
and its opening was covered with a round section of 
each product measuring 40 mm in diameter. After the 
periphery was fixed with a piece of elastic paraffin film 
(Parafilm®: Bemis Flexible Packaging, IL, USA), the 
weight was measured. Subsequently, each sample was 
allowed to stand for 24 h in an environment chamber 
KCL-2000W (Tokyo Rikakikai Co., Ltd., Tokyo, 
Japan) under the following conditions: temperature, 
40°C; relative humidity, 50%. Additionally, the weight 
was measured. The water-vapor permeability was 
calculated from the rate of change in the weight using 
the following formula: water-vapor permeability (g/
m2/24 h) = (W0 − W1) × 10,000/A [W0: weight before 
testing (g), W1: weight after testing (g), A: area of the 
glass container's opening (cm2)]. With respect to each 
product, a measurement was conducted 3 times, and the 
mean was regarded as the water-vapor permeability.

2.4. Measurement of the adhesive force

The adhesive force was measured according to the 
inclined ball tack test method established in the Japanese 
Industrial Standards (JIS) (11). A section of each 
product measuring 10 × 200 mm was longitudinally 
attached on the inclined ball tuck examination device 
TransTack® Ball-Tack Meter (CosMED Pharmaceutical 

301

Table 1. Products used in this experiment

Product name

Seltouch® tape 70
Felbinac® tape 70 mg "EMEC"
Sumilu® tape 70 mg
Flex® tape 70 mg
Felnabion® tape 70 mg
Falzy® tape 70 mg
Nabolin® Felbinac 70
Patecs® Felbinastar VL
Faitus® 3.5 αL
Salomethyl® FB Patch 35
Omuneed® FB Plaster
Homepass® FR
Tokuhon® Felbina Plaster
Menfla® Felbinac Onkan

Abbreviated name

Seltouch
EMEC
Sumilu

Flex
Felnabion

Falzy
Nabolin
Patecs
Faitus

Salomethyl
Omuneed
Homepass
Tokuhon
Menfla

Class

brand-name
generic
generic
generic
generic
generic
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC

OTC: over-the-counter drug.

                       Company

Teikoku Seiyaku Co., Ltd.
Kyukyu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
Mikasa Seiyaku Co., Ltd.
Hisamitsu Pharmaceutical Co., Inc.
Okayama Taiho Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
Nipro Patch Co., Ltd.
Kyukyu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
Daiichi Sankyo Healthcare Co., Ltd.
Hisamitsu Pharmaceutical Co., Inc.
Toko Pharmaceutical Industrial Co., Ltd.
Teikoku Seiyaku Co., Ltd.
Oishi Koseido Co., Ltd.
Tokuhon Co., Ltd.
Kyoritsu Pharmaceutical Industres Co., Ltd.

Size (cm)

10 × 14
10 × 14
10 × 14
10 × 14
10 × 14
10 × 14
10 × 14
10 × 14
10 × 14
7 × 10
7 × 10
7 × 10

 5.6 × 6.5
7 × 10

Serial number

12K06A
2W21P
301222
N301U

2I89
FJ001

2T11W
GK002
N221U
LXBK
6205

241212
2E02
13E02
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No.10A; Beaulax Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan), and stirred 
in purified water on a magnetic stirrer (1,000 rpm). The 
peeling time for each preparation was measured. For 
each product, a measurement was conducted 3 times, and 
the mean was regarded as the peeling time.

2.9. Statistical analysis

The values were compared using Dunnett's test. A 
p-value of 0.05 or 0.01 was regarded as significant.

3. Results

3.1. Measurement of pH

The pH is an important factor reflecting the stability 
of the active component in each preparation or skin 
irritability. The results of pH measurements for each 
product are shown in Figure 1. There were marked 
differences in pH among the brand-name, generic, and 
OTC products. The pH values of generic products, 
Sumilu (pH 4.7), Flex (pH 4.7), Felnabion (pH 4.5), and 
Falzy (pH 4.6), were similar to that of a brand-name 
product, Seltouch (pH 4.6). Those of OTC products, 
Patecs (pH 4.8), Faitus (pH 4.9), Salomethyl (pH 4.7), 
Omuneed (pH 4.6), and Menfla (pH 4.7), were also 
similar to that of Seltouch. On the other hand, the pH 
values of a generic product, EMEC (pH 7.0), and OTC 
products, Nabolin (pH 5.6), Homepass (pH 5.1), and 
Tokuhon (pH 7.0), were higher. Significance tests of 
these products were conducted. There were significant 
differences between EMEC/Nabolin/Homepass/Tokuhon 
and Seltouch (p < 0.01) (Figure 1).

3.2. Measurement of the water-vapor permeability

The water-vapor permeability of each preparation 
may induce maceration stimuli when the skin water 
permeability is low on attachment. We measured the 
water-vapor permeability of each product. The results 
are shown in Figure 2. There were marked differences 

Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) under the following conditions: 
temperature, 25°C; relative humidity, 50%. The weight 
of the maximum ball number was measured by the 
inclined ball tuck examination device. With respect to 
each product, a measurement was conducted 3 times, and 
the mean was regarded as the adhesive force.

2.5. Measurement of the peeling-force

The peeling-force was measured according to the 
adhesive tape/sheet test method described by Miura et 
al. (12). Briefly, a slide table P90-200N (Imada Co., 
Ltd., Aichi, Japan) for 90 degrees peeling test was 
fixed on an MX2-500N (Imada Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan) 
stand for measurements, and controlled caliper ethylene 
vinyl acetate (EVA) membrane (3M CoTran™ 9702, 
3M Japan Ltd., Tokyo Japan) as a type of artificial skin 
was fixed on the slide table. On its surface, a section of 
each product measuring 30 × 52 mm was longitudinally 
attached. In addition, a cylindrical weight (4 kg) was 
rolled over each product. Subsequently, the peeling-force 
was measured by pinching a 2-mm area of the upper 
margin with a film clip FC-40 (Imada Co., Ltd., Aichi, 
Japan) and pulling it at a constant rate (1 mm/sec) so 
that the adhesive surface was vertical to a digital force 
gauge, ZP-50N (Imada Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan), until 
the tape had been completely exfoliated from the EVA 
membrane. With respect to each product, a measurement 
was conducted 3 times, and the mean was regarded as 
the peeling-force.

2.6. Measurement of the elongatedness

An elongatedness test was performed, as described 
by Terada et al. (13). The end (20 mm) of a section 
of each product measuring 20 × 100 mm was fixed 
on an experimental table with the adhesive surface. 
The maximum extension distance (cm) was measured 
by pulling the other side. The elongatedness (%) was 
calculated from the values before and after. For each 
product, a measurement was conducted 3 times, and the 
mean was regarded as the elongatedness.

2.7. Measurement of the support flexibility

Each preparation was cut into a square (50 × 50mm) and 
half areas (25 × 50mm) were stuck on the edge of the test 
table, and the bending angle of the remaining half was 
measured. The flexibility of the support was evaluated. 
For each product, a measurement was conducted 3 times, 
and the mean was regarded as the flexibility.

2.8. Measurement of time before exfoliating from skin 
when the preparation was wet with water

Each preparation was cut by into a square (50 × 50 mm) 
and affixed by constant pressure on artificial skin (bioskin 

Figure 1. pH comparison of various products (n = 3). **p 
< 0.01 (brand-name vs. generics, Dunnett's test).
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in the water-vapor permeability among the products; 
the water-vapor permeabilities of EMEC (380 g/m2/24 
h), Sumilu (318 g/m2/24 h), and Nabolin (269 g/m2/24 
h) were higher than that of Seltouch (189 g/m2/24 h). 
In addition, the results showed significant differences 
between EMEC, Sumilu, Nabolin and Seltouch (p < 
0.01, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05, respectively) (Figure 2).

3.3. Measurement of the adhesive force

Preparations with a strong adhesive force may not peel 
off when attached to the skin, whereas those with a 
weak adhesive force tend to peel off. We measured the 
adhesive force of each product. The results are shown in 
Figure 3. There were marked differences in the adhesive 
force among the products; the adhesive forces of OTC 
products, Salomethyl, Homepass, and Tokuhon (1.04 g), 
were higher than that of Seltouch (0.06 g). In addition, 
the results showed significant differences between all 
generic/OTC products and Seltouch (p < 0.01) (Figure 3).

3.4. Measurement of the peeling-force

The peeling-force refers to a force required to peel off the 

preparation after attachment. We measured the peeling-
force of each product. The results are shown in Figure 
4. The peeling-forces of Falzy (4.15 N), Omuneed (4.89 
N), and Homepass (3.39 N) were higher than that of 
Seltouch (0.91 N), whereas those of EMEC (0.42 N) and 
Tokuhon (0.58 N) were lower than that of Seltouch. In 
addition, significance tests of various preparations were 
conducted. Generic products, Sumilu, Felnabion, and 
Falzy, and OTC products, Patecs, Faitus, Salomethyl, 
Omuneed, Homepass, and Menfla, showed significant 
differences in comparison with Seltouch (p < 0.01). 
There was also a significant difference between Flex and 
Seltouch (p < 0.05) (Figure 4).

3.5. Measurement of the elongation rate

In many products, a stretchy material is used for the 
support layer to prevent turning-up or peeling after 
attachment to articular regions such as the knees and 
elbows. The results of elongation-rate measurement 
are shown in Figure 5. The elongation rates of Sumilu 
(319%), Flex (282%), Nabolin (298%), Faitus (287%), 
and Homepass (299%) were higher than that of Seltouch 
(251%). On the other hand, the elongation rate of 

Figure 2. Comparison of water-vapor permeability of the 
various products (n = 3). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 (brand-name 
vs. generics, Dunnett's test).

Figure 3. Comparison of adhesive force of the various 
products (n = 3). **p < 0.01 (brand-name vs. generics, 
Dunnett's test).

Figure 4. Comparison of peeling-force of the various 
products (n = 3). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 (brand-name vs. 
generics, Dunnett's test).

Figure 5. Comparison of elongation of the various 
products (n = 3). **p < 0.01 (brand-name vs. generics, 
Dunnett's test).
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Tokuhon (72%) was lower than that of Seltouch. In 
addition, significance tests of various products were 
conducted. There were significant differences between 
Falzy/OTC products other than Menfla and Seltouch (p < 
0.01) (Figure 5).

3.6. Measurement of the flexibility of the support layer

When the support layer of each preparation is highly 
flexible, a portion of the preparation often adheres to 
another portion on removing a liner. However, this 
can be prevented if the rigidity of the support layer 
is adequate. The results of support-layer flexibility 
measurement are shown in Figure 6. The flexibilities of 
EMEC (150 degrees), Falzy (115 degrees), Nabolin (110 
degrees), Homepass (108 degrees), and Tokuhon (131 
degrees) were higher than that of Seltouch (96 degrees). 
In addition, significance tests of these products were 
conducted. EMEC, Falzy, Nabolin, Homepass, and 
Tokuhon showed significant differences in comparison 
with Seltouch (p < 0.01) (Figure 6).

3.7. Measurement of the interval until exfoliation from 
artificial skin in a wet state

Some tape preparations attached to the skin may easily 
peel off in a wet state. We examined the interval until 
various preparations peel from artificial skin in a wet 
state, as shown in Figure 7. The intervals of EMEC (1.4 
min), Flex (30.5 min), Falzy (24.1 min), Nabolin (0.2 
min), Patecs (26.3 min), and Homepass (15.6 min) were 
shorter than that of Seltouch (120 min). In addition, 
significance tests of these products were conducted. 
EMEC, Flex, Falzy, Nabolin, Patecs, and Homepass 
showed significant differences in comparison with 
Seltouch (p < 0.01) (Figure 7).

4. Discussion

The pH of each preparation may influence its stability 

and comfortableness, such as stimulation at the time 
of use. The skin surface pH is 4 to 5.5 (weakly acidic) 
in healthy adults (14). However, according to a study, 
the skin may be readily influenced by external stimuli 
when the pH of a preparation is lower than that of 
the skin surface, or when it is alkaline; the skin may 
become more sensitive (15). We measured the pH of 
each preparation. The pH values of most preparations 
used in this study were approximately 5, being within 
the skin pH range of healthy adults (Figure 1). On the 
other hand, the pH values of EMEC and Tokuhon were 
7.0, being higher than that of the skin surface in healthy 
adults (pH 4. to 6.0). However, the pH values of these 
preparations were within the weakly acidic to neutral 
range; and therefore, there may be no harmful effects on 
the skin. 
 Skin stimuli related to patch preparations are 
primarily classified into 3 types: physical stimuli 
associated with strong adhesive force related corneal 
layer exfoliation/injury or support layer stress-related 
dermal stress, chemical stimuli related to the transfer of 
an active ingredient from the skin surface to the inner 
area, and maceration stimuli associated with the absence 
of water-vapor permeability on sweating (10). Felbinac-
containing tape preparations are anti-inflammatory 
analgesic drugs, and may be used at the affected site 
for a long period, suggesting the marked influence 
of maceration stimuli. We examined the presence or 
absence of maceration stimuli by measuring the water 
evaporation (water-vapor permeability) from each 
preparation (Figure 2). The water-vapor permeabilities 
of the tape preparations used in this study ranged from 
169 to 380 g/m2/24 h. In particular, EMEC showed 
the highest value (380 g/m2/24 h). This suggests that 
EMEC with a high water-vapor permeability does not 
frequently induce maceration stimuli. However, an 
increase in the water-vapor permeability reduces the 
sealing property of a patch preparation, decreasing 
the skin transfer of the drug; and therefore caution is 
needed. Therefore, it may be necessary to select drugs 

Figure 6. Comparison of flexibility of the support of 
the various products (n = 3). **p < 0.01 (brand-name vs. 
generics, Dunnett's test).

Figure 7. Comparison of the peeling time of the various 
products (n = 3). **p < 0.01 (brand-name vs. generics, 
Dunnett's test).
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in accordance with patients' wishes (16).
 Preparations with a strong adhesive force may not 
peel off when attached to the skin, whereas those with 
a weak adhesive force tend to peel off. In particular, 
preparations with a weak adhesive force may be 
turned off or peel off due to clothes-related friction 
after attachment or attachment to mobile areas, such 
as the elbows and knees, directly influencing patients' 
comfortableness (4,8). Using the inclined ball tack test, 
we measured the adhesive forces of various preparations 
based on the ball weight (Figure 3). The adhesive forces 
of Salomethyl, Homepass, and Tokuhon (1.04 g, highest) 
were higher than that of Seltouch (0.06 g). These results 
showed that the adhesive forces of all other preparations 
were higher than that of Seltouch, suggesting that they 
do not peel off.
 The peeling-force refers to the force required 
to peel off the preparation. Tape preparations with 
a strong adhesive force are attachable to the skin 
even in mobile areas, such as the elbows and knees, 
facilitating attachment for a long period. However, 
the strong adhesive force may cause physical stimuli, 
such as corneal-layer exfoliation on peeling, inducing 
symptoms, such as flare (16). We evaluated the peeling-
forces of various preparations by measuring the force 
required to peel off the preparation (N) (Figure 4). The 
values ranged from 0.4 to 4.9 N. The peeling-force of 
Omuneed was the highest (4.9 N), followed by that 
of Falzy (4.1 N). These results show that a peeling-
force 4 to 5 times higher than that of Seltouch (0.9 N) 
was required to peel off these preparations, suggesting 
that it induces physical stimuli, such as corneal-layer 
exfoliation, after peeling.
 Many tape preparations containing felbinac are 
available for articular areas, such as the knees and 
elbows, due to their support flexibility. Non-flexible 
preparations may not resist affected-site motions when 
attached to a mobile region, leading to turning-up or 
peeling. Therefore, it is important to adopt a support 
layer consisting of a flexible material. Furthermore, 
flexible preparations are more closely adhered to 
the skin, increasing the permeability of an active 
ingredient; and they may be more effective (13). We 
measured the elongation rate (%) in comparison with 
the baseline length by elongating various preparations at 
a specific force (Figure 5). The elongation rates of most 
preparations ranged from 217 to 319%. That of Sumilu 
was the highest (319%), followed by those of Homepass 
(299%) and Nabolin (298%). On the other hand, the 
elongation rate of Tokuhon was low (72%). These 
results suggest that the preparations, excluding Tokuhon, 
are extensible (elongation rate: ≥ 200%).
 When attaching a preparation to the skin, it is 
possible to effectively permeate an active ingredient 
by removing the liner, as indicated in the package 
inserts, and attaching the preparation to the affected site, 
although methods differ among various preparations. 

However, concerning attachment to the back, lumbar, 
and gluteal region, a portion of the preparation often 
adheres to another portion on removing the liner. This 
may occur when the support layer of a preparation is 
flexible. When the support layer is adequately hard, 
this can be prevented. We measured the angle of each 
preparation's flexion to investigate the flexibility of the 
support layers of various preparations, and considered 
that preparations with a greater angle were more flexible 
(Figure 6). Most tape preparations containing felbinac 
used in this study, including Seltouch (96 degrees), 
showed an angle of 90 to 115 degrees. However, EMEC 
and Tokuhon showed higher values (150 and 131 
degrees, respectively). This suggests that the support 
layers of these products are more flexible than those 
of the other products, leading to adhesion between a 
portion and another portion or wrinkles on attachment. 
On the other hand, hard preparations with a less flexible 
support layer are not attachable to mobile areas, such 
as joints, which may result in patients' discomfort (13). 
Therefore, the flexibility of the support layer must be 
considered for drug selection.
 A patch preparation can be readily peeled from the 
affected site by getting it wet with water or warm water. 
However, a patch preparation that does not readily 
peel off is more appropriate for some sites to become 
wet, such as the wrists. We examined the interval 
until exfoliation from artificial skin in a wet state. The 
values of EMEC and Nabolin were 1.4 and 0.2 min, 
respectively. Furthermore, those of Flex and Homepass 
were 30.5 and 15.6 min, respectively (Figure 7). On 
the other hand, 8 products (Sumilu, Felnabion, Faitus, 
Salomethyl, Omuneed, Tokuhon, Menfla, and Seltouch) 
did not peel off even after 120 min, suggesting their 
water resistance.
 The results of this study showed that there were 
differences in pharmaceutical properties among the tape 
preparations containing the same component. These 
properties may influence patients' comfortableness. If 
the properties of various preparations are understood, 
their requests may be met. For example, when patients 
attach one of the felbinac-containing tape preparations 
used in this study complain of stuffiness, a product with 
a higher water-vapor permeability can be recommended. 
When patients complain of pain on exfoliation, a product 
with a smaller peeling-force can be recommended. 
When patients complain of a short interval until 
exfoliation, a product with a stronger adhesive force 
should be selected. For patients attaching a product to 
an articular site, a product with a higher elongation rate, 
that is, a stretchable product, can be recommended. For 
patients with impaired hands or those living alone, a 
product that can be attached by themselves (a product 
with a hard support layer preventing adhesion to fingers 
or portion-to-portion adhesion) should be selected. In 
addition, a waterproof product should be selected for 
housewives, and a low-adhesiveness product should 
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be recommended for patients who wish to attach a tape 
preparation that can be readily peeled off in a wet state. 
Thus, pharmacists can understand these properties 
based on the results of this study, and select preparations 
appropriate for individual patients, leading to more 
favorable drug adherence.
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Fabrication of Janus particles composed of poly (lactic-co-glycolic) 
acid and hard fat using a solvent evaporation method
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1. Introduction

Microparticles have been widely used in pharmaceutical 
formulations including as carriers for oral (1-
5) and pulmonary drug delivery (6) or injectable 
formulations for long-term drug release (7). Developing 
microparticles as oral drug carriers to improve drug 
absorption in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is an 
attractive challenge in the pharmaceutical field and a 
current focus. Strategies for improving intestinal drug 
absorption have been investigated in numerous research 

studies, especially for drugs with low stability and 
permeability such as peptides, proteins, and nucleotides, 
and are an attractive research focus. Several methods 
such as using absorption enhancers (8,9), enzyme 
inhibitors (10), and mucoadhesive polymers (11) have 
been proposed to improve intestinal drug absorption. 
Microparticles used for improving drug absorption 
should ideally possess the desired characteristic of 
protecting the loaded drug against enzymatic attack 
until it reaches the absorption window to ensure 
intact drug delivery. In contrast, drug release from 
conventional microparticles lacks directional specificity 
and, so, drugs released on the opposite side of the 
mucosa or toward the luminal side are easily degraded 
by enzymes in the lumen. 
 To overcome this problem, Takada (12,13) proposed 
the hemispherical patch system as a new formulation 
for improving intestinal drug absorption, which releases 
drug only from the flat and not the spherical surface, 
thereby limiting the release direction. The flat surface 

Summary The feasibility of fabricating Janus particles based on phase separation between a hard 
fat and a biocompatible polymer was investigated. The solvent evaporation method used 
involved preparing an oil-in-water (o/w) emulsion with a mixture of poly (lactic-co-glycolic) 
acid (PLGA), hard fat, and an organic solvent as the oil phase and a polyvinyl alcohol 
aqueous solution as the water phase. The Janus particles were formed when the solvent was 
evaporated to obtain certain concentrations of PLGA and hard fat in the oil phase, at which 
phase separation was estimated to occur based on the phase diagram analysis. The hard fat 
hemisphere was proven to be the oil phase using a lipophilic dye Oil Red O. When the solvent 
evaporation process was performed maintaining a specific volume during the emulsification 
process; Janus particles were formed within 1.5 h. However, the formed Janus particles 
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also plays a role in attaching the system to the mucosal 
surface to maintain the drug concentration near the 
site of absorption. In contrast, the spherical surface 
prevents drug release toward the lumen, which is the 
opposite side of the mucosa and acts as a barrier against 
enzymatic degradation. They demonstrated that the 
system enables the intestinal delivery of peptide drugs 
such as granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (14) 
and interferon (15). Thus, the hemisphere formulation 
appears to be a promising intestinal delivery system. 
However, there are some technical challenges in 
fabricating micro- or nano-sized hemispherical 
preparations. The hemispheric delivery system can 
be produced using several fabrication processes that 
may require entirely different manufacturing systems 
from those used for any conventional preparation. In 
addition, it should be costly effective.
 The Janus particle is a heterogeneous particle 
consisting of two distinct hemispheres of different 
materials that impart different characters or functions to 
each hemisphere. Janus particles have been reported to 
show unique properties that conventional homogeneous 
particles do not possess, and have been proposed for 
use in various applications including as amphiphilic 
surfactants (16), elementary particles of the display in 
an electric field (17), and particles for magnetolytic 
therapy (18). Recently, the pulmonary delivery of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic anticancer drugs has been 
reported (19). In this study, we hypothesized that Janus 
particles could be used to enhance drug absorption, and 
the concept is illustrated in Figure 1. Janus particles 
consist of biocompatible polymeric and thermosensitive 
lipid hemispheres and can reach the epithelium while 
blocking the leakage of the loaded drug and the attack 
by enzymes. Then, the lipid hemisphere attaches to the 
surface of the epithelium before melting to produce the 
micro-hemisphere of the polymer. The drug incorporated 
in the lipid hemisphere is subsequently released in a 
selective direction, and the polymeric hemisphere acts 
as a barrier against the leakage of encapsulated drug to 
the luminal side and enzymatic attack from the luminal 
side (20). 
 Here, we report the results of the designed 
preliminary step for proving the concept. Specifically, 
the feasibility of fabricating polymer-lipid Janus 
particles was investigated using poly (lactic-co-
glycolic) acid (PLGA) and hard fat as the materials for 
the polymeric and lipid hemispheres, respectively. The 
solvent evaporation method was used to fabricate the 
Janus particles.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

PLGA (molecular weight [MW] 20,000, lactic:glycolic, 
50:50) was purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals Co., 

Ltd. (Japan). Suppocire® AM pellets were a kind gift 
from Gattefossé, s.a., (France) and were used as the 
hard fat. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, POVAL® 220C) was 
obtained from KURARAY Co., Ltd. (Japan). All the 
other chemicals used were of reagent grade.

2.2. Analysis of phase diagram and identification of 
each phase

The mixture of PLGA and Suppocire® AM with various 
ratios was dissolved in methylene chloride or ethyl 
acetate. The solvent was slowly evaporated at 20-23°C 
until phase separation was observed, and the solution 
was weighed at that time. The concentrations of polymer 
and lipid were calculated. In addition, we identified each 
phase in the separated solution. A mixture of 200 mg 
each of PLGA and Suppocire® AM was dissolved in 0.3 
mL methylene chloride and Oil Red O was added to the 
resultant separating solution, which was then centrifuged. 
The state of the solution was visually observed.

2.3. Fabrication of Janus particles

The Janus particles were fabricated using an oil-in-water 
(o/w) emulsion solvent evaporation method (Figure 2). 
PLGA and Suppocire® AM were dissolved in methylene 
chloride or ethyl acetate to prepare the oil phase. Then, 
Oil Red O (1 mg) was added to the oil phase as needed, 
and this was emulsified into a 0.5% PVA aqueous 
solution using a homogenizer (ULTRA-TURRAX® T18, 
IKA®, Germany) for 5 min at 20-23°C. The resultant 
emulsion was added to the water all at once as needed 
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Figure 1. Janus particle-mediated drug absorption 
through biomembrane (concept). (1) Janus particles consist 
of polymeric and lipid hemispheres. (2) Slight luminal drug 
release. (3) Lipid hemispheres melt, and Janus particles 
change to micro-hemispheres. (4) Drug encapsulated in 
lipid hemispheres would be released to selective directions. 
Polymeric micro-hemispheres attach to biomembrane as a 
barrier against leakage of encapsulated drug to luminal side and 
enzymatic attack from luminal side.
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3. Results

3.1. Phase diagram of PLGA-hard fat solution

The phase diagram of PLGA-hard fat in methylene 
chloride or ethyl acetate is shown in Figure 3. PLGA 
and the hard fat dissolved in common solvents such as 
methylene chloride and ethyl acetate. However, phase 
separation occurred above a certain concentration. The 
critical concentrations at which a phase separation was 
observed differed between the methylene chloride and 
ethyl acetate solutions. Phase separation occurred at a 
higher concentration in methylene chloride than it did 
in ethyl acetate.

3.2. Conformation of Janus particles

The optical micrograph of the obtained particles is 
shown in Figure 4, and phase separation was observed 
in the particles fabricated using both methylene chloride 
and ethyl acetate solutions. The Janus particles consisted 
of two clearly observed hemispheres. The Janus particles 
fabricated using the Oil Red O-containing oil phase were 
only stained on one side of the hemispheres. Figure 5 
shows the state of the oil phase following the addition of 
Oil Red O, which exhibited phase separation. The bottom 
layer showed high viscosity and was slightly stained by 

and stirred at 20-23°C to remove the solvent, which 
constitutes the solvent evaporation process. For Ex.4, the 
emulsion was weighed during the solvent evaporation 
process at predetermined times to evaluate the residual 
solvent or the PLGA- Suppocire® AM concentration in 
oil phase. The details of the amount of each component 
and conditions are summarized in Table 1. The obtained 
hardened particles were sieved through 149-µm sieves to 
remove any aggregates.

2.4. Microscopic observations

During the solvent evaporation process, the emulsion 
and fabricated Janus particles were observed using an 
optical microscope system (Motic PA300, Shimadzu 
Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan).

2.5. Determination of Janus particle size

The sizes of the fabricated Janus particles were 
determined using a laser diffraction particle size analyzer 
(SALD-2200, Shimadzu Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan).

Figure 2. Illustration on fabrication process of Janus 
particles. Fabrication process is based on oil-in-water (o/w) 
emulsion solvent evaporation method.

Figure 3. Phase diagram of poly (lactic-co-glycolic) acid 
(PLGA)-Suppocire® AM-organic solvent. Critical line 
between monophasic and biphasic region, using (▲) methylene 
chloride and (●) ethyl acetate as organic solvents.

Table 1. Fabrication condition

Number

Ex.1
Ex.2
Ex.3
Ex.4
Ex.5
Ex.6
Ex.7

                 A

MC 2 g
EA 3 mL
MC 2 g + Oil Red O
MC 2 g + Oil Red O
MC 2 g + Oil Red O
MC 2 g + Oil Red O
MC 2 g + Oil Red O 

  B

5 mL
5 mL
5 mL
3 mL
3 mL
3 mL
3 mL

A: solvent of oil phase, B: volume of water phase at emulsification process, C: strength and duration of emulsification, D: volume of solvent 
evaporation medium, E: duration of solvent evaporation process, MC: methylene chloride, and EA: ethylacetate.

           C

5,000 rpm 3 min
5,000 rpm 3 min
5,000 rpm 3 min
3,000 rpm 5 min
5,000 rpm 3 min 
5,000 rpm 3 min 
5,000 rpm 3 min

 D

5 mL
5 mL
5 mL
3mL
3mL
100 mL
200 mL

E

3 h
3 h
3 h
4 h
6 h
6 h
6 h
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the hydrophobic dye. In contrast, the upper layer had low 
viscosity and was strongly stained with the dye.

3.3. Relationship between residual solvent profiles and 
Janus formation

The PLGA-Suppocire® AM concentration monitored 
during the solvent evaporation process and the emulsion 
state are shown in Figure 6. The dispersed phase was 
solidified as the residual solvent decreased. Phase 
separation occurred at 90 min when the estimated 
concentration in the dispersed oil phase corresponded to 
the critical concentration in Figure 3. The Janus particles 
were obtained at over 90 min.

3.4. Effect of volume of solvent evaporation medium

After the oil phase containing 2 g methylene chloride 
was emulsified with 0.5% PVA solution, the resultant 

emulsion was added to varying volumes of water and 
solvent evaporation was performed. The particles 
obtained after 360 min of the solvent evaporation process 
are shown in Figure 7. Monolithic particles and a few 
Janus particles were observed in condition A (200 mL 
solvent evaporation medium). We observed that most of 
the particles in condition B were Janus particles (100 mL 
solvent evaporation medium). Furthermore, stained and 
unstained particles were observed in condition C (3 mL 
solvent evaporation medium).

Figure 7. Effect of addition of aqueous phase after 
emulsification process on formation of Janus particles. 
Optical micrograph of emulsion after 360 min of solvent 
evaporation process. Addition of (a) 200 mL water (condition 
A); Ex.7, (b) 100 mL water (condition B); Ex.6, and (c) no 
water (condition C); Ex.5. Scale bar, 20 µm.

Figure 6. PLGA-Suppocire® AM concentration profile and 
state of emulsion during solvent evaporation process. (a) 
Residual solvent profile during solvent evaporation process. 
Red line indicates critical concentration of phase separation. 
The state of emulsion was (b) 60, (c) 90, (d) 150, and (e) 240 
min of solvent evaporation time; Ex. 4. Scale bar, 20 µm.

Figure 4. Optical micrograph of Janus particles. Janus 
particles fabricated using (a) methylene chloride; Ex.1 and (b) 
ethyl acetate; Ex.2 as oil phase solvents. (c) Janus particles 
fabricated using methylene chloride adding Oil Red O to oil 
phase solvent; Ex.3. Scale bar, 20 µm.

Figure 5. Partition in phase separated solution of poly 
(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA)-Suppocire® AM-methylene 
chloride. Poly (lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) and Suppocire 
AM (200 mg each) were dissolved in 0.3 g 0.02% Oil Red 
O-methylene chloride, and resultant solution was centrifuged.
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4. Discussion

Research on Janus particles has drawn increasing 
attention over the last decade. Janus particles with 
an anisotropic structure likely possess numerous 
unknown functions and have not been utilized as much 
as conventional microparticles with homogeneous 
properties have been. In the pharmaceutical field, 
anisotropic formulations such as bilayer tablets have 
been available on the market. In a bilayer tablet, two 
active ingredients are loaded into distinct layers to 
avoid a chemical interaction between them, or the drug 
release from the tablet is controlled by the different 
release profiles of the two layers. However, even 
in the pharmaceutical field, few investigations on 
anisotropic microparticles have been performed, and 
so their functional applicability remains unknown. As 
mentioned in the introduction section, we hypothesized 
that Janus particles can attach and form hemispheres 
on the biomembrane to localize intact drug at its site of 
absorption and thereby enhance drug absorption (Figure 
1). We performed these investigations to prove our 
hypothesis using PLGA and hard fat. 
 Several fabrication methods for Janus particles have 
been reported, such as the selective surface modification 
of isotropic particles (21) using a microfluidic device 
(22) and seed polymerization (23). Among these 
methods, we selected phase separation using a solvent 
evaporation method (24) because it is simple and does 
not require the use of synthetic organic chemistry. 
Moreover, the solvent evaporation method is a proven 
fabrication method for the commercial production 
of prolonged release injection formulations such as 
Lupron depot®. When phase separation is adopted as 
the fabrication method of Janus particles, it is necessary 
to induce phase separation between two components. 
First, we monitored the phase separation process 
between PLGA and Suppocire® AM. In the common 
solvent used, phase separation occurred above A certain 
concentration, which differed between methylene 
chloride and ethyl acetate. The critical concentration 
that induced phase separation in methylene chloride was 
higher than that in ethyl acetate (Figure 3). In addition 
to this result, the effect of the PLGA/ Suppocire® AM 
ratio on the critical concentration differed between the 
two solvents. In ethyl acetate, phase separation was 
less independent of PLGA concentration and occurred 
near 3-5% of Suppocire® AM. This phenomenon is 
similar to the precipitation of polymer by adding poor 
solvents. In contrast, in methylene chloride, the phase 
separation occurred when the total concentration of 
two components exceed a critical concentration, more 
independent of the mixing ratio of two components. 
This phenomenon is similar to the phase separation 
that occurs between polymers such as polylactic acid 
and PLGA in solvents (25). Dobry and Boyerkawenoki 
(26) reported the spontaneous combination of various 

polymers in an organic solvent. Polymers generally 
have higher mixing entropy than low molecular weight 
substances, so phase separation tends to occur between 
two polymers. The phase separation of PLGA and 
Suppocire® AM in methylene chloride may be related to 
the high mixing entropy. 
 Next, we investigated the formation of Janus 
particles from methylene chloride or ethyl acetate 
using the solvent evaporation method, and particle 
formation was confirmed in both solvents (Figure 4). 
This indicates that phase separation occurred even 
in the oil droplets of the o/w emulsion similar to the 
results shown in Figure 3. When Oil Red O, a non-polar 
dye used for staining triglycerides in cells in cytology, 
was added to the oil phase of methylene chloride, only 
one side of the hemispheres was stained. To identify 
the hemispheres stained, we analyzed the properties 
of each phase in the oil phase. Because the density of 
Suppocire® AM is lower than that of PLGA, the PLGA 
and Suppocire® AM layer are considered as the bottom 
and upper layers, respectively. Based on the results 
showing that the less stained bottom layer had a high 
viscosity, the unstained hemisphere in the Janus particle 
was estimated to be PLGA. The strongly stained upper 
layer had a low viscosity and, therefore, the stained 
hemisphere in the Janus particle was estimated to be 
Suppocire® AM. 
 Next, the relationship between the PLGA-Suppocire® 
AM concentration in the emulsion and Janus formation 
were investigated. Methylene chloride has 1.3% w/
w solubility in water at 20°C, so approximately 40 mg 
methylene chloride can be dissolved in 3 mL of the 
continuous aqueous phase. Therefore, this amount was 
considered negligible compared to the 2 g of methylene 
chloride in the dispersed oil phase. Hence, the residual 
solvent in the emulsion corresponded to the approximate 
residual solvent in the oil phase. The formation of Janus 
particles was observed at a concentration over the critical 
concentration for phase separation (Red line in Figure 
6a). The result also indicates that the phase separation 
occurred even in the oil droplets of the emulsion similar 
to the results shown in Figure 3. 
 Finally, we examined the effect of the medium 
volume used in the solvent evaporation process on the 
formation of Janus particles. The medium volume is 
related to the extraction rate of the solvent from the 
dispersed oil phase to the continuous aqueous phase. 
If the volume of the solvent evaporation medium is 
enough to dissolve the oil phase solvent, the solvent 
in the dispersed oil phase is rapidly extracted into the 
continuous aqueous phase. In contrast, if the volume 
of solvent evaporation medium is not sufficient to 
dissolve the oil phase solvent, The solubility of the 
solvent rapidly reaches at the saturation point and 
the solvent remains in the oil phase. Furthermore, 
the solvent is extracted slowly as it evaporates from 
the saturated aqueous phase. Condition A consisted 
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of 200 mL solvent evaporation medium, which was 
sufficient to dissolve the solvent of oil phase solvent, 
produced a few Janus particles (Figure 7a). To form 
Janus particles, the droplets produced by phase 
separation in the dispersed oil phase need to aggregate 
and coalesce before the coalescing droplets migrate to 
form two layers. When the rate of solvent extraction 
from the dispersed oil phase is rapid, the viscosity 
of the dispersed oil phase increases so rapidly that 
the droplets produced by phase separation do not 
have time to coalesce and migrate. Contrastingly, in 
condition C with 3 mL solvent evaporation medium 
(Figure 7c), a small amount of solvent was extracted 
into the continuous aqueous phase from the dispersed 
oil phase, and there is enough time for the separated 
phases to coalesce and migrate near the point of phase 
separation. However, the low viscosity lasts long so 
that the separated phases can completely migrate. The 
complete of migration reduces the cohesion of both 
hemispheres, which may be too weak to maintain the 
Janus conformation and both hemispheres completely 
separated ultimately. In this study, condition B with 
100 mL solvent evaporation medium (Figure 7b) was 
the optimum condition required to produce stable 
Janus particles. Approximate 65% (1.3 g) of solvent 
in the dispersed oil phase is estimated to be extracted 
into the continuous aqueous phase at the beginning of 
the solvent evaporation process in condition B in the 
view of the solubility of methylene chloride in water. 
However, phase separation occurred in the dispersed oil 
phase when approximate 1.1 g of solvent was extracted 
in the continuous aqueous phase, which is close to the 
saturation point of methylene chloride in water. The 
dissolution rate near the saturation point reduces in 
comparison with that in a sink condition. Hence, the 
dissolution rate of methylene chloride in condition B is 
slower than that in condition A and is faster than that in 
condition C. The optimum dissolution rate is considered 
to provide the optimum balance among the coalescing 
and migration of the separated phases and the cohesion 
of both hemispheres.
 In conclusion, we demonstrated that Janus particles 
composed of PLGA and hard fat could be fabricated 
using the solvent evaporation method from an o/w 
emulsion formation. Furthermore, this study revealed 
that the formation of Janus particles was affected by the 
extraction rate from the dispersed phase. In addition to 
the extraction rate, there may be other factors that affect 
the formation of Janus particles including the balance 
of interfacial tension. The conformation of particles 
composed of two materials has been reported to be 
affected by the interfacial tension between the phases 
of both materials in the dispersed oil phase and between 
the continuous aqueous phase and each phase in 
dispersed oil phase (27). The investigation of the effect 
of the balance in the interfacial tension will be the focus 
of our next investigation. In addition to demonstrating 

the feasibility of the formation of Janus particles, the 
localization of Oil Red O in one side of the particle 
hemispheres is another notable finding of this study. 
These observations indicate that the distribution of 
materials in Janus particles may be controllable, which 
is also another potential focus of future investigations.
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1. Introduction

The color of hairs, eye irises, and skin is controlled by 
a family of pigments called melanins. The intracellular 
source of melanin is tyrosine, and is converted to 
melanin through a series of enzymatic oxidation 
(hydroxylation) which involves tyrosinase, TRP 

(tyrosinase-related protein) 1 and TRP2. Expression of 
genes encoding for these melanogenic enzymes requires 
at least two oncogenic/melanogenic transcription factors 
(MTFs): beta-catenin and MITF (microphthalmia-
associated transcription factor). The majority of 
herbal compounds in skin-whitening cosmetics either 
inhibit directly these melanogenic enzymes or down-
regulate the MTFs. Tyrosine analogues such as kojic 
acid belong to the first category (tyrosinase inhibitors), 
while the majority of remainings such as CAPE 
(caffeic acid phenethyl ester), curcumin and shikonin 
belong to the second category (MTF regulators) (1,2). 
Interestingly, many of these MTF regulators including 
CAPE, curcumin, shikonin and cucurbitacin are known 

Summary We previously demonstrated that the oncogenic kinase PAK4, which both melanomas and 
normal melanocytes express at a very high level, is essential for their melanogenesis. In the 
present study, using the highly sensitive "Macaroni-Western" (IP-ATP-Glo) kinase assay, we 
investigated the melanogenic potential of another oncogenic kinase PAK1, which melanoma 
(B16F10) cells express only at a very minute level. After transfecting melanoma cells with 
PAK1-shRNA for silencing PAK1 gene, melanin content, tyrosinase activity, and kinase 
activity of PAK1 were compared between the wild-type and transfectants. We found that (i) 
PAK1 is significantly activated by melanogenic hormones such as IBMX (3-isobutyl-1-methyl 
xanthine) and α-MSH (melanocyte-stimulating hormone), (ii) silencing the endogenous PAK1 
gene in melanoma cells through PAK1-specific shRNA reduces both melanin content and 
tyrosinase activity in the presence of both serum and melanogenic hormones to the basal level, 
(iii) the exogenously added wild-type PAK1 in the melanoma cells boosts the α-MSH-inducible 
melanin level by several folds without affecting the basal, and (iv) α-MSH/IBMX-induced 
melanogenesis hardly takes place in the absence of either serum or PAK1, clearly indicating 
that PAK1 is essential mainly for serum- and α-MSH/IBMX-dependent melanogenesis, but 
not the basal, in melanoma cells. The outcome of this study might provide the first scientific 
basis for explaining why a wide variety of herbal PAK1-blockers such as CAPE (caffeic acid 
phenethyl ester), curcumin and shikonin in cosmetics are useful for skin-whitening.
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to block the oncogenic/ageing kinase PAK1 (RAC/
CDC42-activated kinase 1) (3-5). Thus, it is most 
likely that PAK1 is involved in the activation of these 
melanogenic/oncogenic transcription factors in hair 
cells, eye irises or skin melanocytes. Indeed, at least 
beta-catenin is among the direct substrates of PAK1 
(6). PAK1 phosphorylates beta-catenin at Ser 675 for 
the activation, leading to malignant transformation. 
Furthermore, beta-catenin is essential for the activation 
of MITF, leading to melanogenesis or/and oncogenesis 
of melanocytes (7). 
 Interestingly, however, it was recently revealed 
that knocking-out PAK1 gene per se in pigmented 
mice fails to produce any albino mice (Hong He et al., 
unpublished observation), clearly indicating that at least 
the basal melanogenesis in both hair cells and eye irises 
is independent of PAK1, although the contribution 
of PAK1 to skin melanogenesis still remains to be 
clarified. 
 We have previously shown that the oncogenic 
kinase PAK4 (CDC42-dependent kinase 4) is highly 
expressed in both melanoma and normal melanocyte 
cell lines, and responsible for their melanogenesis, 
activating CREB/beta-catenin-MIFT-tyrosinase 
pathway, while PAK2 (RAC/CDC42-activated kinase 
2), another highly expressed member of PAK family, 
plays no role in their melanogenesis (8). 
 In this study, we provide the first biochemical 
evidence for a specific role of another oncogenic kinase 
called PAK1 in skin melanogenesis, despite of the fact 
that its expression level is minute: shRNA-induced 
silencing of PAK1 gene in melanocytes (B16F10) 
derived from mouse melanoma significantly reduced 
the α-MSH/IBMX-inducible melanogenesis to the basal 
level, while over-expression of PAK1 gene boosted the 
α-MSH-inducible melanogenesis without affecting the 
basal. Furthermore, we found that the α-MSH/IBMX-
inducible melanogenesis absolutely requires a serum 
factor which is most likely PDGF (platelet-derived 
growth factor). In the serum-free medium, only the 
basal melanogenesis takes place.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

B16F10 melanoma cells were purchased from 
American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, 
USA). PAK1-SureSilencing plasmids, attractene 
transfection, endofree® plasmid maxi kit were 
purchased from Qiagen (Valencia, CA 91355, USA). 
Primary PAK1-antibodies, biotinylated secondary 
antibodies, signalfireTM ECL reagent were obtained 
from Cell Signalling Technology (Danver, MA, USA). 
Kinase Glo reagent and ATP (ATP_Glo kinase kit) 
were purchased from Promega (Madison, Wisconsin, 
USA). Lipofectamin and JM109 competent cells 

were purchased from Invitrogen and Life Technology. 
AG1295 and AG1478 were purchased from Calbiochem 
(San Diego, CA, USA). All other chemicals including 
human PDGF-bb were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
(St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.2. Silencing of PAK1 gene in mouse melanocytes 
(B16F10) by stable transfection with mouse PAK1-
specific shRNA

2.2.1. Cell culture

B16F10 melanoma cells were cultured in DMEM 
supplemented with 10% heat-activated FBS and 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin (10,000 U/mL and 100 µg/mL) 
at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% 
CO2.

2.2.2. Stable transfection with mouse PAK1-specific 
shRNA

ShRNA transfection of B16F10 cell line was carried 
out basically through the same procedure previously 
described (9), but with mouse PAK1-specific shRNAs 
(# KM04553, Qiagen). The following four distinct 
clones of shRNAs were used for the transfection: 
clone 1 (CCAGAGAAGTTGTCAGCTATT), clone 
2  (CATCAAGAGTGACAATATTCT),  c lone 3 
(GTACACACGGTTCGAGAAGAT), and clone 
4 (GTACCACCAGTGTCAGAAGAT) as well as 
shCONTROL nontargeting shRNA as the negative 
control (WT). However, in this study, clones 1 and 2 
turned out to be more effective than clones 3 and 4 for 
silencing mouse PAK1 gene in this melanocyte line 
(data not shown). Stable transfectants were selected in 
the presence of G418 (1 mg/mL) which kills more than 
99% of non-transfected cells.

2.2.3. Western-blot analysis of PAK1 protein level 
and in vitro assay for the kinase activity of PAK1 in 
transfectants 

2.2.3.1. Western blot analysis

In order to quantify the extremely low level of PAK1 
in both control (WT) cell line and PAK1-silenced 
transfectants (G418-resistant), by minimizing the "non-
specific noise" levels, we conducted the western blot 
analysis using a rabbit polyclonal antibody against 
PAK1 (#2062, Cell Signaling Technology) as the 
primary antibody. Briefly, each clone was seeded at the 
concentration of 2 × 105 cells/well in a 6 well plate, pre-
cultured for 48 h, and the cell lysates were boiled in 25 
µL of SDS-PAGE buffer for 5 min. Eight µL (containing 
15 µg of total protein) of each supernatant per each slot 
was used for SDS-PAGE. The nitrocellulose was blotted 
with the anti-PAK1 IgG (1:1,000 dilution as a primary 
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calculated accordingly.

2.3.2. Assay for intracellular tyrosinase activity

Tyrosinase activity was determined as previously 
described (12), with a slight modifications. B16F10 
cells (wild-type or the transfectants) were plated at a 
density of 2 × 104 cells/well, and after 24 h of culture, 
100 µM IBMX or 100 nM α-MSH was added and 
incubated for an additional 72 h at 37°C. The cells were 
then washed with ice cold phosphate buffer and lysed 
with phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) containing 1% Triton-X 
(500 µL/well). The plates were frozen at −80°C for 30 
min. After thawing, 100 µL of 1% L-DOPA was added 
to each well. Following incubation at 37°C for 2 h, the 
absorbance was measured at 490 nm.

2.4. Measuring the melanin content in the wild-type 
and PAK1-overexpressing melanocytes after α-MSH 
treatment

Using Myc vector (2 µg), melanocytes (B16F10) 
were transfected transiently with either wild-type 
(WT) PAK1 or so-called "constitutively activated" 
(CA) PAK1 carrying T423E mutation. After 3 days of 
culture, each transfected clone was harvested for the 
further experiment. The effect of PAK1-overexpression 
on the melanin content was measured through the 
basically same procedures described previously (8). 
Briefly, melanocytes, either the wild-type or PAK1-
overexpressers which express either the wild-type 
PAK1 or its CA mutant, were incubated with 100 nM 
α-MSH for 3 days. Cells were lyzed with a solution 
containing 1 M NaOH and 20% DMSO to dissolve the 
melanin, and its content was determined at 405 nm.

2.5. Melanogenesis in a serum-free medium

B16F10 cells (wild-type or PAK1-specific shRNA 
transfectants) were plated at a density of 2 × 104 
cells/well in a 24-well plate in the presence of 10% 
FBS. After 24 h of incubation, the culture medium is 
replaced with a serum-free medium, and cultured for an 
additional 72 h with or without 100 µM IBMX or 100 
nM α-MSH to measure the melanin content.

2.6. Effect of PDGF/EGF receptor inhibitors on serum-
dependent melanogenesis

2 × 104 B16F10 cells were seeded in each well for 24 
h in 10% FBS-containing medium, and then cultured 
for additional 72 h in the fresh medium containing 
100 nM α-MSH and followings: (1) no serum, (2) 
10% FBS alone, (3) 10% FBS plus 2 µM AG1295 
(PDGF receptor inhibitor), and (4) 10% FBS plus 400 
nM AG1478 (EGF receptor inhibitor), to measure the 
melanin content.

antibody), and as secondary antibodies the HRP-linked 
anti-rabbit IgG and anti-biotin IgG (#7074, #7075, Cell 
Signaling) were used to detect both PAK1 and β-actin 
bands which were eventually visualized with the ECL 
system from Amersham. The western blot assays were 
representative of three independent experiments.

2.2.3.2. "Macaroni-Western" (IP- ATP_Glo) kinase 
assay for PAK1 in melanoma cells

The kinase activity of PAK1 in the WT melanocytes 
and shRNA transfectants (SHs) was measured by a 
substantial modification (5) of a decade old method 
(which we coined "Macaroni-Western") developed by 
an Italian group (10). Briefly, B16F10 melanoma cell 
lines (WT or SHs, 2 × 105 cells/mL) were pre-cultured 
on 6-well plate for 24 h. Then cells were treated with 
100 nM α-MSH or 100 µM IBMX for 48 h. Cells 
were disrupted by lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.5 and 150 mM NaCl and 1% Triton-X. For 
the immunoprecipitation (IP) of PAK1, the cleared 
cell lysates were incubated with anti-PAK1 IgG (1:50 
dilution) and protein A-agarose beads for 1-2 h in 
cold room with continuous shaking by a rotary mixer 
(Nissin, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan). The resultant 
IP (PAK1) from each lysate was incubated with ATP-
Glo kinase assay kit (Promega) in the presence of 
ATP and MBP (myelin basic protein) for 1 h at 37°C, 
and the remaining ATP level was measured by the 
ATP-dependent Luciferin-Luciferase reaction which 
eventually generates a luminescence (10). The final 
suspension was centrifuged, and the supernatant was 
transferred to 96-well plate for reading. Luminescence 
was recorded by MTP-880Lab microplate reader 
(Corona, Hitachinaka-ku, Ibaraki, Japan) with an 
integration time of 0.5 s per well.

2.3. Measuring melanin content and tyrosinase activity 
in transfectants 

2.3.1. Measurement of melanin content

Melanin content was determined as previously 
described (11). In brief, B16F10 cells (wild-type or 
PAK1-specific shRNA transfectants) were plated at a 
density of 2 × 104 cells/well in a 24-well plate. After 
24 h of culture, 100 µM isobutyl-1-methylxanthine 
(IBMX) or 100 nM α-MSH was added and incubated 
for an additional 72 h at 37°C. The cells were washed 
twice with phosphate buffer, then lyzed with 500 µL of 
a solution containing 1 M NaOH and 10% DMSO and 
incubated at 80°C for 1 h, to solubilize the melanin, 
and the melanin content was measured at 490 nm. 
To compare the melanin content in the wild-type and 
transfected cells, the total amount of melanin produced 
by the wild-type melanocytes was considered as the 
control (100%), and those by the transfectants were 
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2.7. Statistical analysis

Data are expressed as mean values with their standard 
errors. Statistical comparisons were performed by one-
way ANOVA followed by Duncan's multiple-range test. 
Statistical analysis was conducted using SAS (release 
9.2; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and p ≤ 0.05 was 
considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Activation of PAK1 in melanoma cell line (B16F10) 
by melanogenic hormones

Two melanogenic hormones, α-MSH (melanocyte-
stimulating hormone) and IBMX (3-isobutyl-1-methyl 
xanthine), are often used to stimulate melanogenesis in 
melanocytes such as melanoma cell line B16F10. Thus, 
we first examined if these hormones can activate PAK1 
in this cell line, although the protein level of PAK1 there 
is extremely low, compared with those of PAK2 and 
PAK4 (8). To monitor the changes in kinase activity of 
PAK1 in cells, we recently developed a highly sensitive/
specific kinase assay called "Macaroni-Western" (IP-
ATP-Glo) kinase assay protocol by combining the 
immuno-precipitation (IP) of PAK1 from cell lysates 
and Promega's ATP_Glo kinase kit (5). Using this 
kinase assay, we found that both α-MSH (100 nM) and 
IBMX (100 µM) activate PAK1 in melanoma cells, 
with α-MSH being more potent than IBMX (see in 
Figure 1). However, we should remind readers that the 
fold activation of PAK1 shown here is only apparent, 
because during this time-consuming test tube IP and 
kinase assay (over 3 h in total) taking place without 
these melanogenic hormones, PAK1 would be gradually 
normalized over time. In other words we cannot freeze 
the exact kinase status of PAK1 at the end of cell culture 
treated with these stimulators, and the fold activation is 
only an under-estimated reflection of PAK1 activation 
taken place during cell culture by these stimulators. 

3.2. Silencing of PAK1 gene by shRNAs in mouse 
melanoma cell line 

In order to investigate further biochemically if 
PAK1 contributes to the melanogenesis in skin cells 
(melanocytes), we stably transfected the melanoma 
cell line B16F10 with mouse PAK1-specific shRNA to 
silence PAK1 gene selectively. 

3.2.1. Silencing PAK1 gene in melanocytes

Our preliminary western blot analysis suggested that in 
two distinct PAK1-silenced clones (SH1 and 2) the PAK1 
protein levels are significantly (by around 75%) reduced, 
but the growth rate of this melanoma cell line per se was 
not significantly affected by the PAK1 silencing (data 

not shown). However, the accurate quantification of 
PAK1 protein levels by scanning this western blot was 
rather difficult, mainly because of the high background 
noise around the PAK1 band in the effort to visualize 
its extremely low expression levels. Instead, using the 
"Macaroni-Western" kinase assay (5,10), we verified that 
the kinase activity of PAK1 in both SH1 and 2 clones are 
only around 25-30% of that in the control (WT) cells (see 
Figure 2A). 

3.2.2. Reduction in the melanogenesis by silencing 
PAK1 gene

Our next critical question was if such a reduction in 
the kinase activity of PAK1 affects the melanogenesis. 
Thus, the melanin content in these clones (SH1 and 2) 
was compared with the wild-type (WT) melanoma cells, 
after treating all these cells with α-MSH, a melanogenic 
inducer, for 72 h. As shown in Figure 2B, the melanin 
content in these PAK1-deficient melanocytes (SH1 and 
2) is reduced by around 50% (51-55%), reaching the 
basal level in the WT without melanogenic hormone. To 
see if this reduction in melanin content is associated with 
the suppression of tyrosinase activity, we measured the 
tyrosinase activity in PAK1-deficient cells (clones SH1 
and 2), compared with the WT. As shown in Figure 2C, 
the tyrosinase activity in PAK1-deficient cells is only 
around 45% (33-58%) of that in the WT, again reaching 
the basal (non-stimulated) level, clearly indicating 
that PAK1 is essential for α-MSH-induced melanin 
production by tyrosinase in melanocytes. Furthermore, in 
a very similar manner the IBMX-induced melanogenesis 
was also reduced by silencing PAK1 gene in this 
melanoma cell line (data not shown). However, taking 
the following two factors into account, it is most likely 

Figure 1. Activation of PAK1 by IBMX and α-MSH in 
melanocytes. B16F10 cells were treated with IBMX (100 μM) 
and α-MSH (100 nM) for 72 h. PAK1 was immuno-precipitated 
from cells lysates, and PAK1 activity was measured by 
“Macaroni-Western” kinase assay. The results are mean ± SE of 
three independent experiments. Data have significant difference 
by ANOVA analysis at p ≤ 0.05. Statistically significant 
differences relative to control are indicated by asterisks. * 0.01 
≤ p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001.
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that only a half of melanogenesis in melanocytes is 
PAK1-dependent, and the remaining (largely "basic") 
is PAK4-dependent: (i) PAK4 is also essential for the 
α-MSH-induced melanogenesis in melanocytes (8), 
and (ii) around 25% of PAK1 gene appears to be still 
expressed in these transfectants (SH1 and 2). However, 
it still remains to be clarified vigorously whether PAK1 
is responsible for the hormone-inducible or the basal 
melanogenesis. 
 Furthermore, we have confirmed that the endogenous 
PAK1 is significantly activated by melanogenic inducers 
such as IBMX and α-MSH in this melanoma cell line (see 
Figure 1), but without any significant change in its auto-
phosphorylation at Thr 423 as judged by the anti-pPAK1 
antibody (data not shown). 

3.3. Increase in α-MSH-inducible melanogenesis by 
over-expressed PAK1

By over-expression of the wild-type (WT) PAK1 gene 
in melanocytes (B16F10 cell line) by transfection, we 
revealed that the exogenously added PAK1 gene boosts 
the α-MSH-inducible melanin level by several folds 
(see the left of Figure 3, compare lanes 2 and 4), while 
it hardly affects the independent "basal" melanin level 
per se (compare lanes 1 and 3 in the left panel of Figure 
3), suggesting that PAK1 contributes mainly to α-MSH/

IBMX-dependent melanogenesis, and not the basal 
melanogenesis without exogenous stimulator(s). 

3 .4 .  Serum ef fec t  on  α-MSH/IBMX-inducible 
melanogenesis

More interestingly, we found that the induction of 

Figure 2. Reduction of melanogenesis by down-regulation of PAK1. (A) Down-regulation of PAK1 by shRNAs. Kinase 
activity of PAK1 in the transfectant (SH1 and SH2) with PAK1-specific shRNA, compared with the WT melanocytes. Cells were 
treated with α-MSH (100 nM) for 48 h. PAK1 was immuno-precipitated from cells lysates, and PAK1 activity was measured by 
“Macaroni-Western” kinase assay. (B) Reduction in melanin content by silencing PAK1 gene. The total α-MSH-induced melanin 
content is reduced around 53% in SH transfectants (1-2), respectively, reaching the basal level in the WT (compare with lane 1). (C) 
Reduction in tyrosinase activity by silencing PAK1 gene. The total tyrosinase activity in SH transfectants (SH1-2) is around 45% 
of that in the WT, reaching the basal (non-stimulated) level. Values indicate the mean ± SE from three independent experiments. 
Data have significant difference by ANOVA analysis at p ≤ 0.05. Statistically significant difference from the control (WT treated 
with α-MSH) are indicated by asterisks. * 0.01 ≤ p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001.

Figure 3. Increase in melanin content by over-expressing 
PAK1 gene. Left panel: Quantification of melanin content. 
Lanes 1 and 2 with the control (MYC vector alone) transfection, 
lanes 3 and 4 with WT PAK1 transfection, and lane 5 with 
CA PAK1 transfection. The transfection of WT PAK1 gene 
increased the melanin content more than twice in the presence 
ofα-MSH (compare lanes 2 and 4). Right panel: western blot 
analysis. Lanes 3-5 show the expression of transfected PAK1 
genes (WT or CA). Data were subjected to ANOVA analysis 
and statistical significance is indicated by asterisks. ** p < 0.01.
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melanogenesis by α-MSH/IBMX absolutely requires 
10% FBS (fetal bovine serum) in addition to PAK1. As 
shown in Figure 4A, in a serum-free medium, either 
α-MSH or IBMX hardly induced the melanogenesis 
in the WT cells, although the 10% FBS alone (without 
α-MSH/IBMX) induced the melanogenesis significantly 
(by around 60%). Interestingly the melanogenesis in 
SH transfectants (PAK1-deficient cells) in the presence 
or absence of serum was basically the same level as that 
in WT cells in the absence of serum (see Figure 4B), 
suggesting that the serum-dependent melanogenesis 
also requires PAK1. In supporting this notion, serum 
alone significantly activates the kinase activity of PAK1 
in WT cells, but the α-MSH-dependent activation 
of PAK1 in WT cells absolutely requires serum (see 
Figure 4C). 
 Regarding the chemical nature of melanogenic 
serum factor that alone activates PAK1, we speculate 
that it is PDGF (platelet-derived growth factor) from 
the following reasons: (i) more than a decade ago we 
have shown that PDGF is the sole growth factor in 
serum that activates PAK1 through the transactivation 
of EGF (epidermal growth factor) receptor by PDGF 
receptor (13,14), and very recently others have proven 
that either PDGF or EGF alone indeed stimulates the 
melanogenesis of melanocytes (15,16). 

3.5. The serum/PDGF-dependent melanogenesis 
requires EGF receptor

In an attempt to identify the specific chemical nature of 
this melanogenic serum factor, we have tested the effect 
of either AG1295 (inhibitor specific for PDGF receptor) 
or AG1478 (inhibitor specific for EGF receptor) on 
the serum-dependent melanogenesis in melanocytes. 
As shown in Figure 5, either 2 µM AG1295 or 400 
nM AG1478 strongly reduced the serum-dependent 
melanogenesis to the level equivalent to the basic 
(serum-free) melanogenesis. Since PDGF is abundantly 
present in serum, but not EGF, and AG1295 does not 
inhibit EGF receptor, while AG1478 does not inhibit 
PDGF receptor (13), it is most likely that PDGF in 
serum activates its receptor that in turn trans-activates 
EGF receptor that eventually activates PAK1 that is 
essential for serum-dependent melanogenesis (for 
detail, see Figure 6). Based on this assumption, we shall 
discuss later the most likely mechanism underlying 
the apparent synergy between α-MSH and serum/
PDGF for the activation of PAK1, leading to the robust 
melanogenesis.
 Lastly, it should be worth pointing out that the "basal" 
melanin content without α-MSH was not significantly 
changed by over-expressed CA (constitutively active) 

Figure 4. Serum/PAK1-dependency of melanogenesis. Open bars, the control (no serum); closed bars, 10% FBS. (A) α-MSH/
IBMX requires FBS for their induction of melanogenesis. (B) PAK1 is essential for the serum- dependent melanogenesis. WT, the 
control wild type; #2, PAK1-deficient transfectant. (C) α-MSH requires FBS for its robust activation of PAK1. The results are mean 
± SE. Data have significance by ANOVA analysis at p ≤ 0.05. Statistically significant difference in relative to control is indicated by 
asterisks. ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, ns: no significance.
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mutant of PAK1 carrying T423E mutation (see the 
left panel of Figure 3, lane 5), as if it were either a DN 
(dominant negative) or inactive mutant. In fact, α-MSH 
did not induce the phosphorylation of WT PAK1 at Thr 
423 at all (data not shown). Thus, it could be concluded 
that the auto-phosphorylation of PAK1 at Thr 423 has 
nothing to do with α-MSH-induced activation of PAK1, 
which leads to the robust melanogenesis in melanoma 
cells. Since T423E mutant of PAK1 is well known to be 
highly oncogenic (6), perhaps the auto-phosphorylation 

at Thr 423 might serve a switch from "melanogenic" to 
"oncogenic" signalling.

4. Discussion

From our observation on both PAK1-dependent 
and PAK4-dependent melanogensis in melanocyte/
melanoma cells, there rise two potentially interesting 
issues to be pointed out: (i) The "specific" melanogenic 
activity of PAK1 (only minutely expressed) must be 
far higher than that of PAK4 (highly expressed) in 
melanoma cells. (ii) It appears that PAK1 is mainly 
responsible for serum-induced melanogenesis, while 
PAK4 is mainly responsible for the intrinsic (basal) 
melanogenesis. In other words, although PAK4-
deficiency is embryonically lethal in mice, while 
PAK1-deficiency alone fails to produce "albino" mice, 
the apparent difference in the original skin color (basic 
melanogenesis) between black and white people for 
instance could be at least partly a reflection of the 
difference in the expression level of PAK4, as well as 
difference in the level of melanogenic tyrosinases. 
 In vivo, using HRM-2 (pigmented but hairless) 
mice, we have recently shown that a cream containing 
10 μM PF3758309 (PAK1/PAK4-inhibitor) reduces the 
UV-induced melanogenesis in their skin to the basal 
level, although it still remains to be clarified whether 
PAK4 or PAK1 is responsible for UV-induction of 
melanogenesis (8). Since PAK1 is responsible for the 
inducible, but not the basal, melanogenesis, it would 
be worth testing if PAK1 significantly contributes to 
the UV-inducible melanogenesis (sun tanning) as well, 
using the rare PAK1 KO (knock out) mutant derived 
from C57B16 strain of mice carrying dark hairs and 
eyes (Hong He et al., unpublished observation), in 
an attempt to understand if a variety of herbal PAK1 
blockers in cosmetics are useful for sun-screening 
agents or not. Interestingly PAK1 was reported to be 
activated by UV irradiation and other DNA-damaging 
agents (17).
 It has been shown that α-MSH activates the Tyr-
kinase JAK2 (18), which in turn activates PAK1 by the 
phosphorylation at Tyr 285, (instead of Thr 423), leading 
to the PIX-PAK1 interaction (19). This could explain 
why neither α-MSH–dependent activation of PAK1 
nor melanogenesis involves the autophosphorylation of 
PAK1 at Thr 423. Thus, we recently investigated if the 
PAK1-dependent melanogenesis is blocked by a potent 
herbal JAK2-inhibitor called cucurbitacin I (CBI) from 
bitter melon (Goya) that inhibits directly JAK2 (20), 
and found that CBI inhibits the melanogenesis in the 
presence of melanogenic hormones by more than 70%, 
suggesting the possibility that CBI blocks not only PAK1 
but also PAK4 (5). 
 In this context, it would be of great interest to note 
that the herbal PAK1-blockers such as CAPE, curcumin, 
shikonin, and FTY 720 could inhibit the α-MSH-

Figure 5. PAK1-dependent serum-induced melanogenesis 
requires both PDGF and EGF receptors. Open bar, the 
control (no serum); closed bars, 10% FBS plus α-MSH. The 
last two bars, plus either AG1295 or AG1478. Both inhibitors 
equally reduced the serum-induced melanogenesis to the basal 
(serum-free) level. The results are mean ± SE. Data have 
significance by ANOVA analysis at p ≤ 0.05. Statistically 
significant difference in relative to control is indicated by 
asterisks. ** p ≤ 0.01, ns: no significance.

Figure 6. Most likely mechanism underlying the Serun/
PAK1-dependent melanogenesis. Either α-MSH or IBMX 
activates PAK1 through adenyl cyclase that produces cAMP, 
which in turn activates PKA, and JAK2 that secures the PIX-
PAK1 interaction. However, the PIX-PAK1 interaction alone 
is not sufficient for the full activation of PAK1. It needs 
RAC/CDC42 which is activated by the oncogenic RAS-PI3 
kinase signalling cascade. To activate RAS, cells need either 
PDGFR or EGFR. Serum is the major source of PDGF, and its 
receptor (PDGFR) trans-activates EGF receptor. Once RAS 
is activated, two complementary pathways are activated: one 
leading to RAC/CDC42 activation, and the other heading for 
JAK2 activation that secures the PIX-PAK1 interaction. Thus, 
serum alone can induced melanogenesis through RAC/CDC42-
and PIX-dependent PAK1 pathways, but α-MSH or IBMX 
can further boost the melanogenesis by enhancing the "rate-
limiting" PIX-dependent pathway.
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induced melanogenesis in mouse or human skin cells 
only by around 50% even at their concentrations where 
PAK1 is almost completely blocked (1,2), whereas the 
synthetic pan-PAK-blocker PF3758309, inhibiting both 
PAK1 and PAK4, abolishes the melanogenesis in skin 
cells by around 90% at 300 nM (8). In other words, the 
α-MSH-induced melanogenic system in melanocytes 
could distinguish the PAK1-specific blockers from pan-
PAK-blockers. So far no herbal PAK4-specific blockers 
(other than PAK4-specific siRNAs) have been identified. 
However, a very potent quassinoid called glaucarubinone 
derived from bitter tree grown in Amazon jungles has 
recently been shown to block both PAK1 and PAK4, 
inhibiting the growth of pancreatic cancer cells both 
in vitro and in vivo (21). Thus, it would be of great 
interest to test if this herbal PAK-blocker suppresses the 
melanogenesis of skin cells almost completely as does 
PF3758309. 
 The major aim of this study was to focus on the 
specific melanogenic role of PAK1, and not to investigate 
in detail how PAK1 activates the melanogenic signalling 
pathway including melanogenic enzymes and MTFs. 
However, it is most likely that PAK1 activates directly 
beta-catenin by phosphorylating at Ser 675, leading to 
the activation of MITF which is essential for expression 
of genes encoding for melanogenic enzymes such as 
tyrosinase (Tyr). 
 Recently we found that PAK4 (CDC42-dependent 
kinase 4) is also involved in melanogenesis of the same 
melanoma cell line by activating two transcription 
factors, CREB and beta-catenin, both of which are 
essential for MIFT activation (8). Since CREB is known 
to be activated by LIM kinase (22,23) which like beta-
catenin, is among the common direct substrates of both 
PAK1 and PAK4 (6,18), it is most likely that PAK1 
and PAK4 share the same CREB/beta-catenin-MITF 
signalling pathways to activate the melanogenic enzyme 
genes. 
 However, the detailed signal pathways leading to 
the α-MSH/IBMX-dependent activation of PAK1 could 
differ significantly from those leading to the activation 
of PAK4, mainly because the former clearly involve the 
serum factor (PDGF). The serum alone is capable of 
activating PAK1 (13), and boosts the α-MSH/IBMX-
dependent activation of PAK1 as well. In other words, 
there is a clear synergy between the serum and these 
melanogenic hormones in both PAK1 activation and 
melanogenesis. 
 The following is our working hypothesis as to how 
this synergy could take place. The major signalling 
pathway leading to the PAK1 activation is the oncogenic 
EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor)-RAS-PI 3 
kinase-RAC/CDC42-PAK1 cascade. However, this 
cascade alone is not sufficient for the full-activation. It 
needs another factor called PIX, an SH3 adaptor protein 
that binds directly PAK1 through its Pro-rich motif of 18 
amino acids called PAK18. The PIX-PAK1 interaction 

needs a third protein called JAK2, a Tyr-kinase, that 
phosphorylates PAK1 at Tyr 285. RAS up-regulates 
JAK2 through prolactin. According to a few previous 
findings by us and others (13-16), PDGF (platelet-derived 
growth factor) is the major melanogenic serum factor(s) 
essential for the α-MSH/IBMX-induced melanogenesis, 
because it activates its receptor (PDGFR) Tyr-kinase that 
in turn trans-activates EGFR (epidermal growth factor 
receptor=ErbB1) Tyr-kinase, leading to the activation 
of PAK1 through the oncogenic RAS-PI3 kinase-RAC/
CDC42 pathway (13). Thus, PDGF in serum alone can 
activates PAK1 and induce melanogenesis up to a half 
way. However, for the full activation of PAK1-dependent 
melanogensis, α-MSH/IBMX is needed to activate the 
JAK2 through a cAMP-dependent pathway (which might 
involve PKA) that eventually secures the PIX-PAK1 
interaction (for detail, see Figure 6). 
 In conclusion, here we present the very first 
biochemical evidences which might explain how 
a variety of herbal PAK1-blockers such as CAPE, 
curcumin and shikonin in cosmetic creams could 
contribute to the "skin-whitening" effects. A series of 
analogous studies with human melanocytes are awaited 
for the further proof or confirmation.
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1. Introduction

The refraction in infants is usually hyperopic, and 
generally develops gradually toward emmetropia during 

the first years of life (1). However, Cambridge photo-
screening program indicates that hyperopia more than 
+3.5 D in one or more meridians would be the most 
frequent refractive anomaly (5-6%) observed in a 
population at 9 months of age. Moreover, it is associated 
with a higher risk of amblyopia (almost 7 times that of 
the control group) and strabismus (21% versus 1.6%) 
at 4 years of age (2,3). Besides, further study concludes 
that young children with hyperopia greater than 5.00 D 
are prone to suffer from amblyopia and strabismus (4). 
Due to regression of typical neonatal hyperopia, ease 
of correction with spectacle lenses, and rare association 
with blinding disease, studies concerning the prevalence, 

Summary The aim of this study was to evaluate primitively whether the extent and component of 
astigmatism influences regression in degree of spherical (DS) and the best corrected visual 
acuity (BCVA) of children with hyperopia of +5.00 diopters (D) or greater. Children were 
screened from the outpatient refraction database in the Wenling No. 1 People's Hospital 
in Zhejiang province and in Eye & ENT Hospital of Fudan University between June 2005 
and December 2015. Eligible eyes were divided into three groups according to the extent of 
astigmatism: group of astigmatism ≤ −2 D of cylinder, group without astigmatism or with 
astigmatism ≥ −0.5 D of cylinder, and the group with astigmatism ≥ −0.75 D and ≤ −1.75 D of 
cylinder. For the component of astigmatism, eyes with astigmatism as ≤ −0.75 D of cylinder 
were divided into 3 groups: with the rule (WTR), against the rule (ATR) and the group with 
the oblique. Differences in the changes of BCVA and refractive error (RE) during follow-up 
terms were compared within and among groups. Differences in the mean DS or BCVA were 
not statistically significant between groups according to the extent of the astigmatism at the 
last visit (p = 0.2396 and p = 0.2131, respectively). As for the component of astigmatism, the 
group with oblique astigmatism had more severe hyperopia than the group of WTR (p < 
0.0001) and mean BCVA in the group of ATR were better than that of the other two groups (p 
< 0.0001) at the first visit. However, the among-group changes were not significant at the end 
of the observation (p > 0.1). The regression of DS and improvement of the BCVA in children 
with hyperopia of +5.00D or greater may be irrespective of the component and the extent of 
astigmatism.
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incidence, and natural history of high hyperopia, and 
subsequent complications in children are limited (3,5) 
though subsequent amblyopia affects approximately 
2-4% of the population (6). 
 During the process of emmetropization, there has 
been some controversy about the role of astigmatism 
in visual development. For one thing, some researchers 
speculated that persistent astigmatism may impede 
emmetropization with formation of a blurred image on 
the retina (7-11). Animal results in monkeys and chicks 
showed astigmatic defocus caused young eyes to grow 
slightly toward hyperopia (10). However, others hold 
the opposite view. Fulton and Shih et al. have suggested 
that an astigmatic blur induced myopia (7-9). Among 
which, against-the-rule astigmatism is agreed to predict 
later development of myopia and faster progression of 
existing myopia (8). So, if astigmatism has an effect 
on myopia on-set or its progression, then its role on 
emmetropization is obviously important. Nevertheless, 
clear signs of either hyperopic or myopic was both 
presented in cylinder-lens–reared monkeys (11). 
 Though numerous reports intend to disclose the role 
of astigmatism in visual development, no studies can 
well document this yet. Recently, studies have been 
carried out that astigmatism and high hyperopia are both 
risk factors for bilateral decreased visual acuity (12). For 
another, researchers found that changes in the cylinder 
power were almost independent of spherical equivalent 
over the period from 9 to 20 months in hyperopic 
children (1). Considerably less attention has been 
devoted to the association between astigmatism and the 
refractive development in children with high hyperopia. 
For this purpose, the present study was conducted to 
determine the influence of the extent and component of 
astigmatism on regression of typical neonatal refraction 
in children with hyperopia of +5.00 D or greater.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients

This study was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki. Ethics Committee of Eye and 
ENT Hospital of Fudan University and Wenling No. 
1 People's Hospital specifically approved this study. 
The patients included in this study were screened from 
outpatient refraction database in the Wenling No. 1 
People's Hospital in Zhejiang province and in Eye & 
ENT Hospital of Fudan University between June 2005 
and December 2015. Eligible children of either sex had 
to be no more than 10 years of age at the first visit and 
had hyperopia of +5.00 D or greater in at least one eye 
on cycloplegic refraction. We excluded patients who 
had glaucoma, retinal detachment, congenital cataract, 
nystagmus, retinopathy of prematurity or any previous 
ocular surgeries including laser therapy, refractive 
surgery, cataract surgery, and strabismus surgery, as 

well as those unable to cooperate with cycloplegic 
refraction. Finally, 890 children (1,514 eyes) were 
enrolled retrospectively and eligible for analysis. All 
children were prescribed with spectacle correction of 
hyperopia.

2.2. Treatment

Subjective cycloplegic refraction (CV-3000, Topcon, 
Tokyo,  Japan) was checked with experienced 
optometrists half an hour after instilling a drop of 
tropicamide 0.5% (Shenyang Xingqi Pharmaceutical 
co., Ltd., Shenyang, China) three times with five minute 
intervals or an hour after instilling a drop of tropicamide 
0.5% five times with five minute intervals. Others were 
administered with atropine 0.1% (Shenyang Xingqi 
Pharmaceutical co., Ltd.) eye gel three times a day for 
three days before subjective refraction. All refractions 
were written using the minus cylinder convention. The 
axis of any cylindrical component was classified as 
with-the-rule (WTR) if the minus cylinder axis was 
within 15˚ of 180˚, against-the-rule (ATR) for minus 
cylinder axis within 15˚ of 90˚, or oblique (other than 
WTR or ATR) (13). In agreement with other studies, the 
standard Refractive Error in School-age Children (RESC) 
definitions of refractive errors were used: astigmatism as 
≤ −0.75 D of cylinder in at least one eye (14).

2.3. Follow-up and data collection

Eligible eyes were divided into three groups according 
to the extent of the astigmatism: group of astigmatism 
≤ −2 D of cylinder, group without astigmatism or with 
astigmatism ≥ −0.5 D of cylinder, and the group with 
astigmatism ≥ −0.75 D and ≤ −1.75 D of cylinder. For 
the component of astigmatism, eyes with astigmatism as 
≤ −0.75 D of cylinder were divided into 3 groups: group 
of WTR, group of ATR and the group with the oblique. 
 Eligible patients had been followed up for at least 3 
years. Measurements of refractive status and the BCVA 
were performed at least twice. The refraction data of the 
first and the last visit were collected, from which the 
changes of BCVA and DS between the two visits were 
included for analysis. Differences in changes of BCVA 
and DS were compared between groups. The data were 
collected and analyzed anonymously.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Analyses were performed with Stata software 
(Version 11.0). Both eyes were selected as the study 
eye when they were in accordance with the inclusion 
criteria. Visual acuities were converted to logarithm 
of minimal angle of resolution (log MAR) for data 
analysis. The numerical data were expressed as the 
mean ± S.D. Changes within groups from the first visit 
were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. 
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differences were statistically insignificant for the group 
of ATR compared to the group with the oblique (p = 
0.692) and the group of WTR (p < 0.0001). Both groups 
achieved a great reduction in mean RE at the last visit (p 
< 0.0001). However, the differences among groups were 
not significant (p > 0.3) (Figure 3).
 Statistically significant differences were found in the 
mean BCVA at the first visit (p = 0.0005). Mean BCVA 
in the group of ATR were better than that of the other 
two groups (p < 0.0001), however, it was uncomparable 
between the group of WTR and group with the oblique 
(p = 0.467). Though there were significant differences 
in the mean BCVA within groups from the first visit (p 
< 0.001), the among-group changes at the last visit were 
not notable (p > 0.1). (Figure 4).

Comparisons between the group were performed using 
Kruskal-Wallis test or covariance analysis. A p value of 
< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

Of all the patients reviewed, 890 children (1,514 eyes) 
(age range, 2.47 to 10 years; mean age ± standard 
deviation, 6.39 ± 1.70 years) were eligible for analysis. 
At the first visit, the mean RE was 7.16 ± 1.70 D and 
the mean logarithm of BCVA was 0.23 ± 0.25 (Snellen 
equivalent, 0.66 ± 0.26). They had a mean follow-up 
time of 4.00 years (range, 3.06 to 5.3 years). Overall, 
there was a significant decrease of 1.91 D at the last visit 
in the mean DS (p < 0.0001) and obvious increase of 0.17 
(Snellen equivalent, 0.24) in the logarithm of BCVA at 
the last visit (p < 0.0001). The mean reduction of DS was 
0.48 D per year in the present study.
 Figure 1 and 2 demonstrate schematically the mean 
DS and the mean logarithm of BCVA in the first and 
last visits for three groups according to the extent of 
the astigmatism. No statistically significant differences 
were seen among groups in the DS and BCVA at the first 
visit (p = 0.1425 and p = 0.0646, respectively). Notable 
improvements in the mean DS and BCVA were found for 
all three groups compared with the first visit (p < 0.0001). 
However, there was no favorable difference among 
groups either in the mean DS or in the mean BCVA (p = 
0.2396 and p = 0.2131, respectively). 
 Of the 1,063 eyes with astigmatism as ≤ −0.75 D 
of cylinder, 871 eyes (81.9%) had WTR astigmatism 
while 23 eyes (2.2%) had ATR astigmatism. At the 
first visit, a significant difference was seen in the DS 
among groups (p = 0.0008). Of which, the group with 
the oblique astigmatism had more severe hyperopia 
than the group of WTR (p < 0.0001). Nevertheless, the 

Figure 1. DS significantly decreased during follow-up 
terms. Eligible eyes were divided into three groups according 
to the extent of the astigmatism. The refraction data of the 
first and the last visit were collected from 890 children (1,514 
eyes) before and after the follow-up term. Data are expressed 
as the mean ± S.D. (N for number of eyes).

Figure 2. The BCVA improvement during the follow-up 
terms in all three groups divided according to the extent 
of astigmatism. Eligible eyes were divided into three groups 
according to the extent of the astigmatism. The refraction data 
of the first and the last visit were collected from 890 children 
(1,514 eyes) before and after the follow-up term. The changes 
of BCVA between the two visits were included for analysis. 
Data are expressed as the mean ± S.D (N for number of eyes).

Figure 3. The group with oblique astigmatism had more 
severe hyperopia. The groups were divided according to the 
component of astigmatism into group of WTR, group of ATR 
and group with the oblique. The refraction data of the first 
and the last visit were collected from 1,063 eligible eyes with 
astigmatism before and after the follow-up term. Data are 
expressed as the mean ± S.D (N for number of eyes).
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4. Discussion

In our study, for the group as a whole, a substantial 
alleviation of hyperopia occurs in the children, which 
is consistent with previous studies (2). Consequently, 
the process of emmetropization in children with high 
hyperopia can also be considered as a convergence 
of refractions toward a low hyperopic value. It was 
supposed that eyes with high hyperopia may reflect 
an intrinsic tendency to undergo less emmetropization 
(15). The mean reduction of DS was 0.48 D every 
year in this research. However, no comparable studies 
were available, thus we could not reach a final verdict 
in this study that whether eyes with high hyperopia 
may undergo less emmetropization. On the other hand, 
evident improvements in the BCVA were also noticed in 
the study, though high hyperopia (5.25 D) still existed. 
An achievement of 0.9 at the last visit demonstrated a 
definitive development of visual acuity independent of 
existing high hyperopia. 
 With regards to the extent of astigmatism, no 
statistical differences among groups were seen in this 
study. From studies concerning the response of the eye 
to blur imposed by cylindrical lenses, little attention 
was drawn to the influence of the extent of astigmatism 
on refractive development. For one thing, it was 
hypothesized that chicks with highly astigmatic lenses 
with their image quality sufficiently degraded might 
experience form deprivation effects (myopia shift) (16). 
Also, some researchers showed that higher astigmatism 
was associated with more myopic refraction and more 
myopic shift, but also suggested that astigmatism 
was related to longer axial length and axial length 
growth (17). For another, a study of hyperopic children 
found that changes in the cylinder power were almost 
independent of spherical equivalent over the period 

from 9 to 20 months of each other, indicating the 
extent of the astigmatism would not interfere with the 
regression of hyperopia in the early months of life (1). 
As it is worth noting that even though the subjects 
here are much older than those in the published paper, 
similar results were observed consistent with Ehrlich's 
conclusion. This suggests that the amount of astigmatic 
defocus could not produce any difference in the DS and 
BCVA, or even in the process of emmetropization in 
the children with high hyperopia. In contrast, numerous 
reports have linked the component of astigmatism to 
refractive development and emmetropization. As in 
most reports, WTR astigmatism occupied the major 
portion in preschool children (1,17), which was also 
applicable to children with high hyperopia in the present 
study. For animal experiments with different orientation 
of the imposed astigmatism in chicks and monkeys, no 
consistent conclusion was obtained about the influence 
of a component of astigmatism on emmetropization 
as signs of either hyperopic or myopic growth were 
both shown (12,16). In fact, the association between 
astigmatism and myopia is controversial. On one hand, 
Fulton et al. described the relations between increasing 
myopic spherical equivalent refraction (SER) and an 
increase in astigmatism in their study of 298 children 
(aged from 0-10 years) (7). On the other hand, the 
results in older children (> 10 years) from Parssinen did 
not support the causal relation between astigmatism and 
myopic progression (18). However, the disparity of age 
may account for the dispute because the development 
of the older children was more or less completed. One 
finding determined that the outcome of amblyopia 
treatment seems to be less favorable in patients with 
either hyperopic or myopic ATR astigmatism (19). In 
their study, there was statistically significant less line 
gain of BCVA among patients with hyperopic ATR 
astigmatism compared with patients with hyperopic 
WTR astigmatism and myopic ATR patients compared 
with myopic WTR patients. A number of factors may 
have affected our results differently from the previous 
study (19). Of which, the enrolled patients all had 
unilateral amblyopia due to anisometropia without 
strabismus, whereas we did not gather systematic data. 
Further research should be directed concerning those 
parameters. However, Mutti and associates held the 
opinion that astigmatism in infancy appeared to be 
unrelated to emmetropization of spherical equivalent 
refractive error (20). Though we experienced a large 
age range (2.47-10 years), the regression of children's 
high hyperopia should be irrespective of the component 
and the extent of astigmatism.
 This study has a number of limitations. First, the 
study was retrospective, resulting in incomplete data 
including information on spectacle correction. A review 
of the ophthalmic literature fails to show any consistent 
guidelines for the level of hyperopic refractive error 
that warrants a prescription. Whether spectacle wear 

Figure 4. The group with ATR had better BCVA at the first 
visit but the differences become insignificant by the last 
visit. The groups were divided according to the component of 
the astigmatism into group of WTR, group of ATR and group 
with the oblique. The refraction data of the first and the last 
visit were collected from 1,063 eligible eyes with astigmatism 
before and after the follow-up term. Data are expressed as the 
mean ± S.D (N for number of eyes).
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would impede emmetropization or not is not well 
established yet. Although Smith and Hung noted that 
fully correcting the hyperopic refractive errors of 
juvenile monkeys induced a hyperopic shift (21). In 
a randomized clinical trial, Atkinson et al. found that 
refractive error correction for +3.50 D or more of 
hyperopia significantly reduces the risk of strabismus 
and amblyopia, and they also found that refractive 
error correction does not alter the emmetropization 
process in hyperopic children (2). Nevertheless, they 
cannot be sure how refractive correction might affect 
the development of very large hyperopic errors, which 
showed very variable degrees of emmetropization in 
their observations. Of note, children with hyperopic 
refractive errors with or more than +5 D would be 
taken into consideration for optical correction as 
general guidelines for most practitioners to improve 
visual acuity (22). Therefore, it would have been 
instructive to have studied matched groups of children 
with corrected and uncorrected refraction who have 
high hyperopic refractive errors. Second, our study's 
lack of information on amblyopic training prevented us 
from definitively evaluating the role that astigmatism 
may play in altering the natural history of hyperopia. 
Children with confirmed 3.75 D hyperopia usually 
had a high prevalence and incidence of amblyopia and 
strabismus (3) and called for treatment of occlusions 
and special trainings which could interfere with the 
reduction of refractive errors and improvement of the 
BCVA. 
 Notwithstanding the above limitations, this report 
primitively documented that the regression of spherical 
refractive errors and improvement of the BCVA in 
children with hyperopia of +5.00 D or greater may 
be irrespective of the component and the extent of 
astigmatism.
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The use of mannitol in HIV-infected patients with symptomatic 
cryptococcal meningitis
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1. Introduction

Cryptococca l  meningi t i s  (CM) i s  a  common 
opportunistic infection with a high mortality rate in 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected patients. 
It is estimated that about 1 million cases occur yearly 
and lead to more than 0.6 million deaths (1). Treatment 
of HIV-associated CM includes effective antifungal 
therapy and aggressive management of the elevated 
intracranial pressure (ICP) (2,3). The mechanism 
underlying the elevated ICP in HIV-associated CM 

has not been well-defined. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
inflammatory responses tend to be modest therefore 
may be a less important contributor to elevated ICP 
in many cases of HIV-associated CM (4,5). At least, 
in severe cases, accumulation of fungal elements in 
arachnoid granulations, which causes CSF outflow 
obstruction, leads to the raised ICP (6,7). Based on these 
findings, therapeutic lumbar puncture is recommended 
to control elevated ICP, although the optimal frequency 
of therapeutic lumbar puncture and the amount of CSF to 
be removed need to be further evaluated (8-10). 
 For many reasons, repeated therapeutic lumbar 
punctures are not performed in our clinical center. 
Patients with neurological symptoms (such as headache, 
seizures and confusion) associated with elevated ICP 
are routinely treated with mannitol, a hyperosmotic drug 
used for controlling elevated ICP caused by many other 
reasons (11-13). Here, we retrospectively analyzed the 
clinical and laboratory data of the patients with HIV-

Summary Cryptococcal meningitis (CM) is a common opportunistic infection with a high mortality 
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associated CM at our hospital to evaluate the prognosis 
of the patients and the adverse effects that may be related 
to mannitol administration.

2. Patients and Methods

HIV-infected patients with symptomatic CM in the 
Second Affiliated Hospital of the Southeast University 
from December 2010 to September 2014 were 
retrospectively analyzed. We collected the following 
data of the patients, such as age, sex, weight, CD4 
count, clinical features, CSF parameters, biochemistry 
parameters, treatment, and outcome. Patients were 
followed with regular clinic visits and by telephone. 
This retrospective study was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of the Second Affiliated Hospital of the 
Southeast University. 
 HIV infection was documented by ELISA and 
confirmed with a Western blot. CM was diagnosed 
with at least one or more of the following: isolation 
of cryptococci in the CSF by staining methods(India 
ink preparation or alcian blue staining), a positive 
CSF culture for Cryptococcus spp. or a positive CSF 
cryptococcal antigen test(IMMY, Latex-Cryptococcus 
Antigen Detection System). ICP was measured with 
an intravenous tube attached to a metered stick, as 
described elsewhere (14). 
 Anti-fungal  t reatment of  CM followed the 
recommended clinical practice guidelines (9), which 
included an initial induction therapy with amphotericin 
B (0.7 mg/kg per day intravenously) plus flucytosine 
(100 mg/kg per day orally) for more than 2 weeks, 
followed by fluconazole 400 mg/d for a minimum of 8 
weeks as consolidation therapy, and then suppressive 
therapy with fluconazole 200 mg/d. We generally added 
1-2 mg dexamethasone to amphotericin B during the 
first 1 to 2 weeks for the purpose of reducing infusion-
related toxicities of amphotericin B. After initiation 
of anti-cryptococcal therapy, lumbar punctures were 
performed every 1 to 2 weeks to monitoring CSF 
parameters.
 For patients with neurological symptoms such as 
headache, seizures and confusion, they were treated 
with 20% mannitol intravenously infused over 15-30 
minutes. As a general rule, symptomatic patients were 
usually started with 125ml or 250 mL 20% mannitol 
every eight to six hours. The dosage of mannitol was 
adjusted according to the frequencies of headache 
or seizures at the discretion of treating physicians. If 
symptoms persisted, the daily dosage of mannitol was 
increased. If patients' clinical condition was improved, 
and there was no new episode of headache or seizures, 
the daily dosage of mannitol was gradually reduced. 
Patients were hospitalized until they did not need 
intravenous therapy. The pain intensity was assessed by 
numerical rating scales that 0 represent no pain and 10 
represent the worst pain imaginable (15).

3. Results

3.1. Patient characteristics

During December 2010 to September 2014, 39 cases 
of HIV-associated CM were identified in the Second 
Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing. Two patients early gave 
up therapy (within 2 days of admission) due to economic 
reasons, therefore were excluded from analysis. Four 
cases of CM with good prognosis were early diagnosed 
before the onset of any neurologic symptoms. The 
patients were screened for cryptococcus infection 
because of the presence of pulmonary cavitary nodules, 
which were regarded as common lesions of HIV-
associated pulmonary cryptococcosis (16). As mannitol 
was not used, these four patients were excluded from 
analysis. The remaining 33 symptomatic patients with 
headaches who had received at least one dosage of 
mannitol were included in the case-referent analysis, 
including one patient with coexisting tuberculosis 
meningitis. At admission, 69.7% (23/33) of the patients 
also had fever and 30.3% (10/33) of the patients had 
seizures or confusion.
 Of the 33 studied patients, 26 were men; median age 
was 34 years (range, 12-71 years); median body weight 
was 54.5 kg (range, 30-71 kg); median CD4 cell count 
was 16 cells/μL (range, 2-280 cells/μL), and 87.9% 
(29/33) of the patients had CD4 count less than 100 
cells/μL. Eight patients were on anti-retroviral therapy 
(ART) for a median of 2.3 months (range, 25 days to 
25 months) at the time of CM confirmation. Virologic 
failure was confirmed in two patients who had received 
ART for 12 months and 25 months, respectively. Short 
courses of corticosteroids (about 2 weeks) were used in 
4 patients that newly initiated ART. One patient on ART 
with suppressed HIV viral load received corticosteroids 
due to coexisting tuberculosis meningitis and CM. 
 For the baseline CSF parameters, the median CSF 
opening pressure was 230 mm H2O (range, 60-900 
mmH2O); median white cell count was 6 cells/μL (range, 
1-56 cells/μL); median sugar level was 2.6 mmol/
L (range, 0.4-4.3 mmol/L); median protein level was 
418.7mg/L (range, 171.2-993 mg/L).

3.2. Patients' outcome and mannitol administration

After initiation of anti-cryptococcal therapy, the survival 
rates at 2 weeks and 10 weeks were 93.9% (31/33) and 
90.9% (30/33), respectively. One patient had permanent 
vision loss. Of the 3 patients that died within 10 weeks, 
1 patient died of respiratory failure 4 days after the 
diagnosis of CM, 1 patient gave up therapy after 10 
days' anti-cryptococcal therapy and the other patient 
developed brain herniation after a lumbar puncture when 
she had received anti-cryptococcal therapy for about 
2 weeks. That patient with brain herniation survived 
another 2 weeks with her respiration controlled by a 
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headaches. After 3 weeks' anti-cryptococcal therapy, 
75.8% (25/33) of the patients did not report headaches. 
 During the initial 3 weeks of anti-cryptococcal 
therapy, 13 patients had a total of 42 episodes of 
seizures (median 3 episodes; range, 1-10 episodes), 
accompanied by loss of consciousness. 97.6% (41/42) 
of the episodes of seizures were controlled after the 
administration of mannitol. Sudden cardiopulmonary 
arrest occurred after one episode of seizure that mannitol 
treatment was considered unsuccessful. This patient with 
suspected brain herniation survived another 2 weeks 
with her respiration controlled by a ventilator, as above 
mentioned. At the time of starting anti-cryptococcal 
therapy, 6 patients had different degrees of confusion. 
The mental status gradually recovered in 5 of those 6 
patients after a median of 5 days (range, 2 to 14 days), 
however, mental status in one patient continued to 
progress even though he was aggressively treated with 
mannitol. After 10 days' anti-cryptococcal therapy, the 
patient, who had become unconsciousness for 1 day, 
gave up therapy and was considered to be dead.

3.3. Monitoring of laboratory parameters

Hyponatremia, defined as serum sodium level of less 
than 135 mmol/L, was detected at least once in 72.7% 
(24/33), 43.8% (14/32) and 32.3% (10/31) of the patients 
during the first, second and third week, respectively. 
Serum sodium level of less than 130 mmol/L was 
detected at least once in 36.4% (12/33), 25% (8/32) and 
12.9% of the patients during the first, second and third 
week, respectively. Serum sodium level of less than 125 
mmol/L was detected at least once in 9.1% (3/33), 9.4% 
(3/32) and 3.2% (1/31) of the patients during the first, 
second and third week, respectively. 
 Hypokalemia, defined as serum potassium level 
of less than 3.5 mmol/L, was detected at least once in 
18.2% (6/33), 21.9% (7/32) and 45.2% (14/31) of the 
patients during the first, second and third week after 
the initiation of anti-cryptococcal therapy, respectively. 
Serum potassium level of less than 3.0 mmol/L was 
detected at least once in 3.0% (1/33), 3.1% (1/32) and 
12.9% (4/31) of the patients during the first, second 
and third week after the initiation of anti-cryptococcal 
therapy, respectively. Serum potassium level of less than 
2.5 mmol/L was only seen in one patient during the third 
week. During the initial 3 weeks of anti-cryptococcal 
therapy, elevated serum blood urea nitrogen (BUN) level 
(more than 8.3 μmol/L) and/or elevated serum creatinine 
level (more than 97 μmol/L) was detected at least 
once in 18.2% (6/33) and 12.1% (4/33) of the patients, 
respectively. None of the patients had a serum creatinine 
level exceeding 220μmol/L during hospitalization.

4. Discussion

Elevated ICP often leads to developing neurological 

ventilator. Of the 30 patients that survived more than 10 
weeks, one patient received closed continuous lumbar 
drainage of CSF after 52 days' anti-cryptococcal therapy, 
and he died 86 days later due to neurological damages. 
Taken together, 87.9% (29/33) patients recovered from 
acute stage of CM without the need of therapeutic 
serial lumber punctures or surgical interventions such 
as ventriculoperitoneal shunt. Mannitol was used for 
median of 26 days (range, 1-85 days) in these 29 patients.
 The median daily dosage of mannitol at the starting 
of anti-cryptococcal therapy was 4 times (range, 1-12 
times). To maximally limit the frequency of headache 
or seizure, varying dosages of mannitol were added 
(Figure 1). Overall, 54.5% (18/33) of the patients had 
at least once received more than 4 times of mannitol 
administration in a day during hospitalization. Two 
weeks after the initiation of anti-cryptococcal therapy, 
66.7% (22/33) of the patients' condition was stabilized 
that no more than 4 times of mannitol was administered 
every day and there was no increase of mannitol dosage 
thereafter (Figure 1). Nevertheless, 18.2% (6/33) 
of the patients still need 7 times or more mannitol 
administration, of whom 33% (2/6) finally died of CM.
 With the empirical mannitol therapy, patients still 
had a median of 2 episodes (range, 1-6 episodes) of 
headaches the day at the starting of anti-cryptococcal 
therapy. The median score of pain intensity assessed 
by numerical rating scales was 7-point (range, 4-8 
points). Fifteen minutes after the finish of mannitol 
administration, the score of pain intensity was reduced 
to 3-point or less. After 1 week's anti-cryptococcal 
therapy, 36.4% (12/33) of the patients did not report 

Figure 1. Dynamic of mannitol dosages after initiation of 
anti-cryptococcal therapy. To maximally limit the frequency 
of neurologic symptoms such as headache and seizures, varying 
dosages of mannitol were administered. Of the 4 patients 
(marked with red color) that were not saved by mannitol 
treatment, 2 patients died within 2 weeks of anti-cryptococcal 
therapy, 1 patient (a) developed cerebral herniation after having 
received anti-cryptococcal therapy for about 2 weeks and died 2 
weeks later, and 1 patient (b) finally received closed continuous 
lumbar drainage of CSF after 52 days of anti-cryptococcal 
therapy and died 86 days later. In this figure, overlapped points 
were displayed with Y offset by manually changing the Y 
values.
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symptoms such as headache, altered mental status, and 
coma (2). Higher pretreatment ICP in HIV-associated 
CM is associated decreased short-term survival (7). 
Lumbar puncture drainage is an effective strategy 
to reduce the ICP and it also helps to remove fungal 
elements (7). There are accumulated evidences that 
therapeutic lumbar puncture in HIV associated CM 
is associated with improvement in survival, and 
non-adherence to this strategy may in part lead to 
neurological injury (14,17,18). Despite of survival 
benefit, therapeutic lumbar puncture is not performed in 
some patients, which may be due to limited awareness 
of the importance of ICP management (7,17,18).
 In our clinical center, for the following reasons, 
mannitol is routinely used to manage neurological 
symptoms associated with CM in HIV-infected patients. 
At first, Mannitol is used to manage elevated ICP 
in various conditions such as bacterial meningitis, 
tuberculosis meningitis, and brain injury (11,19-
21). In China, mannitol administration is still one of 
the recommended choices for the management of 
HIV-associated CM based on expert opinions (22). 
Finally, there is still lack of physicians to manage 
HIV-infected patients in our center. It is not possible 
to perform a lumbar puncture drainage whenever the 
patient has a headache episode, especially at night or 
during the weekend. Our study suggests that mannitol 
administration may be efficacious to relieve headaches 
and perhaps seizures associated with CM. With anti-
cryptococcal therapy and adjunctive mannitol therapy for 
symptom control, 87.9% (29/33) of the patients survived 
more than 10 weeks without the need of therapeutic CSF 
drainage. The prognosis seems to be not bad as compared 
to a recently well-controlled clinical trial performed in 
Asian population (23). This is the most important reason 
why mannitol is still being used in our clinical center to 
managing neurological symptoms associated with CM. 
It should be noted that varying dosages of mannitol were 
needed to control neurological symptoms (Figure 1). 
This may reflect different extent of CSF reabsorption 
impairment due to accumulation of cryptococcal 
elements in the arachnoid granulations. 54.5% (18/33) 
of the patients had at least once received more than 
4 times of mannitol administration in a day during 
hospitalization. Patients with pre-exist cardiac diseases 
may not tolerate frequent intravenous mannitol injection. 
Massive administration of mannitol warrants more 
frequent monitoring of renal function and electrolytes. 
 The findings in our study have several clinical 
implications. Firstly, although capable to reduce ICP, 
repeated lumbar punctures are not always effective to 
relieve headaches, and may even increase headaches in 
a minority of patients (7). In this condition, mannitol 
administration may be a possible choice to relieve 
headaches. Secondly, compared with therapeutic lumbar 
puncture, mannitol therapy is relatively less invasive 
and easier to perform. For patients not willing to receive 

lumbar puncture, especially those with mild neurologic 
symptoms, mannitol may be used to relieve headaches. 
Finally, mannitol may be a choice in settings where 
therapeutic lumbar puncture is unavailable. 
 This study was limited by relatively small sample 
size with retrospective nature and no control was 
included. In our study, during the first 1 to 2 weeks, 1-2 
mg dexamethasone was added to amphotericin B to 
reduce the infusion-related toxicities of amphotericin B. 
A recent study showed that dexamethasone is harmful 
in HIV-associated CM (24). Nevertheless, the dose of 
dexamethasone in our clinical practice was very small 
and the duration was relatively short, therefore in our 
opinion, the negative effects of dexamethasone were 
negligible. The causes of the laboratory abnormalities 
in our study were multifactorial. Both mannitol and 
amphotericin B may induce renal damage and electrolyte 
disturbance. Poor appetite and vomiting associated 
with CM may also contribute to electrolyte disturbance. 
Although the prognosis of patients receiving mannitol 
administration as a symptom control strategy seems 
not to be greatly impaired in our studied patients, it 
should not be regarded as that mannitol is as effective 
as standard therapeutic lumbar puncture drainage. For 
the patients that need massive mannitol administration, 
they would better receive therapeutic lumbar puncture 
drainage or perhaps ventriculoperitoneal shunting (25), 
although this was not performed in our patients. Of note, 
adult human produces 500-600 mL CSF every day (26), 
while usually less than 30 mL CSF is removed by a 
lumbar puncture drainage (14). If one lumbar puncture 
is performed each day, 94-95% of the CSF still needs 
to be reabsorbed by meninge. It suggests that for most 
of the patients with CM, CSF outflow obstruction may 
be not severe. Perhaps, only in this condition, mannitol 
administration would not severely impair the outcome of 
HIV-associated CM.
 In conclusion, although it is not known whether 
mannitol could reduce the ICP in HIV-associated 
CM, mannitol administration may be used to relieve 
neurologic symptoms in HIV-associated CM. Of great 
interesting, the prognosis of patients receiving mannitol 
administration as a symptom control strategy seems not 
to be greatly impaired. It is worth re-revaluating the 
role of mannitol administration as a symptom control 
strategy in mild cases of HIV-associated CM.
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1. Introduction

Although Proteus mirabilis is a common cause of 
urinary tract infections, it has been reported that 
approximately 4% of neonatal meningitis may 
be caused by this microorganism and it also can 
cause hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis. Group B 
streptoccocus and Escherichia coli are the most common 
causes of meningoencephalitis in the neonatal period. 
Serratia marcescens and Citrobacter may be considered 
a causal microorganism in cases of hemorrhagic 
meningoencephalitis. Necrosis and liquefaction are the 
complications of the hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis. 
The differantial diagnosis of the brain abcess and the 
liquefaction necrosis should be done by serial magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI). 
 In this article, we report a newborn with hemorrhagic 
meningoencephalitis due to Proteus mirabilis, whose 
cranial MRI findings mimic brain abscess. The authors 
also emphasize the importance of early and serial brain 
MRI for the differential diagnosis of brain abscess and 
sequelea of hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis. 

2. Case Report

A 6-day old female was admitted to the emergency 
room for grunting for 2 days and poor feeding on the 
morning of the admission. 
 The baby was born full term by Caesareal section as 
the first child of 34-year-old mother. Her mother had no 
history of radiation exposure, drug ingestion, alcohol 
use, smoking during pregnancy, family history was 
unremarkable for congenital anomalies and there was 
no consanguinity. On the second day of the birth she 
was discharged from the hospital.
 On presentation to the hospital, her body temperature 
was 36.3°C, with blood pressure of 65/40 mmHg, 
heart rate of 138 beats per minute, and respiratory 
rate of 64 breaths per minute. On physical exam, she 
was hypotonic, she had depressed reflexes and poor 
sucing and swallowing reflexes. Capillary refill time 
was 5 seconds. Her anterior fontanelle was soft and 
nonbulging. Her breath sounds were equal, she had 
grunting, nasal flaring, tachypnea, subcostal retraction, 
central cyanosis and the other system findings were 
normal. Laboratory data on admission showed a 
white blood cell count of 17.770 cell/µL with 72.4% 
neutrophils, the hemoglobin was 13.9 g/dL and platelet 
count was 187.000 cell/µL. C-reactive protein was 
12.36 mg/dL (N:0-8.2 mg/dL). Cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) had glucose of < 5 mg/dL, protein of 299.9 
mg/dL and 6,500 leucocytes. Gram strain of the CSF 
showed no bacteria. At 24 hours, the blood culture grew 
Proteus mirabilis, but the CSF culture, the urine culture 
and the endotracheal aspirate culture had no growth of 

Summary Neonatal meningoencephalitis is a severe condition for the developing brain of a newborn. 
Radiologic findings of necrosis and liquefaction due to hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis 
may be confused with brain abcess. In this article, we report a neonate having liquefaction 
necrosis due to hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis mimicing intracranial abscess due to 
Proteus mirabilis. We would like to describe the clinical course and evolution of brain imaging 
and emphasize the importance of the serial MR imaging (MRI).
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bacteria. 
 Upon admission, patient was started on ampicilline 
and amicasin. While following up on continuous 
positive airway pressure (CPAP) mode, the blood 
gases revealed hypercarbia and respiratory acidosis. At 
the second hour of the admission, she was intubated 
because of respiratory failure. One hour later the 
patient had multifocal clonic seizure. The seizure 
was controlled with midazolam and phenobarbital. 
Her antibiotics were switched to vancomycine and 
meropenem. Acyclovir was added because the patients' 
mother had a herpes lesion on her lip. Blood and urine 
samples collected for metabolic disease screening. 
Cranial MRI findings showed acute phase of the 
Proteus mirabilis hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis. 
It showed dark signal intensities suggestive of 
hemorrhagies within the frontal lobes, hypointense 
signals in the frontal lobes with sulcal effacement 
and diffuse leptomeningeal enhancement (Figure 1). 

The electroencephalogram (EEG) findings showed 
background activity disorganization and epileptic 
activity in the central region (Figure 2). She was treated 
with antibioteraphy for 21 days for neonatal sepsis and 
meningitis. During the follow up she needed mechanical 
ventilaton for 11 days. On the 10th day of the treatment, 
she reached to full enteral feeding. According to the 
cranial ultrasound (USG) she didn't have hydrocephalus. 
EEG was normal at the second week of admission. At 
the 23th of her admission, she was discharged from the 
hospital with phenobarbital therapy. Two weeks after 
the discharge, she was feeding well and had a stable 
clinical course other than the rapidly increasing head 
circumference. A cranial MRI was performed when 
she was 1.5 months old. The cranial MRI findings 
showed the intermediate phase of the proteus mirabilis 
hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis. It demonstrated 
severe hydrocephalus and subcortical white matter 
lesions that have peripheral hemosiderin deposits and 
central liquefactive necrosis within the atrophic frontal 
lobes and ependymal and periventricular enhancement 
(Figure 3). In the differential diagnosis brain abscess 
couldn't be ruled out, CSF tap was performed. CSF had 
glucose of 24 mg/dL, protein of 730 mg/dL and no cells 
were seen. Gram strain of the CSF showed no bacteria. 
Vancomycine and meropenem was started untill the 
CSF culture was obtained as sterile for 7 days. With her 
physical examination, the cranial MRI findings and the 
sterile CSF culture, brain abscess was ruled out. During 
her follow ups, her head circumference increased 1 
cm in 3 days. Her neurological examination showed 
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Figure 1. Acute phase of the proteus mirabilis hemorrhagic 
meningoencephalitis MRI findings. Axial T2W1 (a), SWI 
(b) and DWI (c) show dark signal intensities suggestive of 
hemorrhagies within the frontal lobes (arrows). Unenhanced 
axial T1WI (d) demonstrates hypointense signals in the frontal 
lobes with sulcal effacement. Contrast-enhanced axial T1WI (e) 
shows diffuse leptomeningeal enhancement.

Figure 2. Electroencephalogram (EEG) findings. 
Background activity disorganization and epileptic activity in 
the central region.

Figure 3. Intermediate phase of the proteus mirabilis 
hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis MRI findings. Axial 
T2W1 (a) and SWI (b) demonstrate severe hydrocephalus 
and subcortical white matter lesions that have peripheral 
hemosiderin deposits and central liquefactive necrosis within 
the atrophic frontal lobes. These lesions show high signals on 
DWI due to marked restricted diffusion (arrows) (c). They show 
peripheral high signals and central low signals on unenhanced 
axial T1W1 (d), and marked peripheral enhancement on 
contrast-enhanced axial T1W1 (arrows) (e). There is also 
ependymal and periventricular enhancement.
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parieto-occipital region. In the neonatal period bacterial 
meningitis is commonly caused by group B streptococci 
and Escherichia coli and rarely complicated by the 
brain abscess, however bacterial meningitis due to 
infections with Proteus species, Citrobacter diversus, 
Enterobacter sakazakii and S. marcescens often 
complicated by intracranial abscess formation in up to 
13% of cases (6,7). Proteus mirabilis is a non-lactose 
fermenting gram-negative bacillus. There are several 
species of Proteus, but Proteus mirabilis and Proteus 
vulgaris are more common among clinical isolates. It 
is the causative organism of urinary tract infections, 
osteomyelitis, mastoiditis and wound infection as well 
as neonatal gram-negative meningitis with an incidence 
of 4% (8). As a complication, intracranial abscess has 
an increased risk of neurologic sequelae, developmental 
delay, visual and audiologic impairment or death (9). 
 Cranial imaging in neonates with meningitis is 
not routine, it is usually performed for complications. 
Each causitive organism for the neonatal meningitis 
has identifiable patterns of complications on MRI. 
Recognition of these patterns can help the radiologist 
propose the possible diagnosis and helps the clinician 
for the early management (10). Neuroimaging findings 
in pyogenic meningitis showes leptomeningeal 
enhancement as the most common finding present in 
57% of the cases (11). Vasculitic infarcts, hydocephalus 
and abscess formation are other common findings. 
Jaremko et al. reported that, during culture positive 
menengitis, 35% of patients had subdural collection, 32% 
patients had ventriculomegaly, 19% had ventriculitis 
and overall 86% had some parenchymal abnormality, 
including edema 43%, infarction 52%, parenchymal 
abscess 13%, hemorrhage 24% and sinus thrombosis 6% 
(9). In our patient, in the first cranial MRI (hemorrhagic 
phase) which was the early period MRI, dark signal 
intensities suggestive of hemorrhagies within the 
frontal lobes, hypointense signals in the frontal lobes 
with sulcal effacement and diffuse leptomeningeal 
enhancement was detected. The hemorrhagic focuses 
and ischemic areas were thought as the result of sepsis 
and septic trombus however the differential diagnosis 
was suggestive of hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis. 
In the second cranial MRI (liquefaction abscess 
phase ) which was the intermediate phase, severe 
hydrocephalus and subcortical white matter lesions 
that have peripheral hemosiderin deposits and central 
liquefactive necrosis within the atrophic frontal lobes 
and ependymal and periventricular enhancement were 
detected. The necrosis and liquefaction areas in the 
frontal lobes seen in the second cranial MRI which 
look like the lessions seen in brain abscess was due to 
hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis. The third cranial 
MRI (encephalomalacia phase) which was taken 
during the late period, showed cerebral atrophy and 
encephalomalacia that contain chronic hemorrhagic 
signals in the frontal lobes. These findings revealed 

limited eye tracking, strabismus, axial hypotonia, 
increased deep tendon reflexes and clonus bilaterally. 
So ventriculoperitoneal shunt (VPS) placement was 
performed for her hydrocephalus when she was 69 
days old. After VPS placement her head circumference 
remained stable and her neurological examination 
findings improved. Increased eye tracking, head 
control, decreased strabismus and mild hemiparesis 
were seen. When she was 4 months old, one more 
time cranial MRI was repeated to check the changes 
of the crainal pathology. The cranial MRI showed 
the late phase of the proteus mirabilis hemorrhagic 
meningoencephalitis.  It  demonstrated cerebral 
atrophy and encephalomalacia that contain chronic 
hemorrhagic signals in the frontal cerebral atrophy and 
encephalomalacia that contain chronic hemorrhagic 
signals in the frontal lobes (Figure 4).

3. Discussion

Neonatal sepsis is an important cause of mortality and 
morbidity among infants, with a incidence of culture-
proven early-onset neonatal sepsis in the United States 
is estimated to be 0.77 to 1 per 1,000 live births (1). 
Acute bacterial meningitis is more frequent in the 
neonatal period than in any other time of life due 
to immaturity of humoral and cellular immunity, 
with the incidence of 0.8 and 6.1 cases every 1,000 
live births (2,3). The absence of specific clinical 
sign and symptoms makes the diagnosis of neonatal 
meningitis more difficult (4). Brain abcess is a rare 
disorder in neonates (5). It is most commonly located 
periventricularly in the white matter of the frontal or 

Figure 4. Late phase of the proteus mirabilis hemorrhagic 
meningoencephalitis MRI findings. Axial T2W1 (a) 
and SWI (b) demonstrate severe cerebral atrophy and 
encephalomalacia that contain chronic hemorrhagic signals 
in the frontal lobes. There is no restricted diffusion on DWI 
(c). Encephalomalacia on right frontal lobe contains a central 
hyperintensity on TIWI (arrow) (d) and shows only a nodular 
enhancement contrast-enhanced image due to regression 
(arrow) (e).
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the same lesions as the sequele of the hemorrhagic 
meningoencephalitis.
 In conclusion, P. mirabilis can cause liquefaction 
necrosis on the late-onset of severe hemorrhagic 
meningoencephalitis. We emphasize the importance of 
early and serial brain MRI imaging in neonates. In our 
opinion, cranial MRI is the imaging modality of choice 
in infants with the diseases of the central nervous system 
especially in the differential diagnosis of brain abscess 
and sequelea of hemorrhagic meningoencephalitis.
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Biotin treatment causing erroneous immunoassay results: A word 
of caution for clinicians
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Knowledge of biotin induced immunoassay interference 
is crucial for clinicians as not only biotin is used to 
treat certain inherited metabolic disorders and multiple 
sclerosis, it is also widely consumed as nutritional 
supplement. We recently had experience of erroneous 
thyroid function test (TFT) results in three adult patients 
receiving high doses of biotin (1-10 mg/kg body weight 
daily) to treat their inherited metabolic disorders. Two 
patients with biotin responsive basal ganglia disease 
had depression which triggered the request for TFT (1). 
Another patient with biotinidase deficiency brought in 
abnormal TFT results performed in another hospital. 
Although these patients were clinically euthyroid, their 
TFT persistently showed high free thyroxine (FT4): 26-
56 nmol/L, (12-22 nmol/L), high free triiodothyronine 
(FT3): 5.2-7.8 nmol/L (1.3-3.1 nmol/L) with variable 
thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) concentrations 
0.03-0.24 mU/L (0.27-4.2 mU/L). One patient had 
high thyrotropin receptor antibody (TRAb) titer 30 
IU/L (< 1.75 IU/L) as well. Subsequent Iodine-123 
thyroid scan was normal in all patients. Discordance 
in laboratory results and clinical picture, as well as in 
physiologically dependent variables FT4, TSH, strongly 
suggested immunoassay interference. Blood samples 
were tested on Roche Modular Cobas 602 which uses 
biotin-streptavidin capture in immunoassay. Subsequent 
testing of samples on Abbott Architect I-2000 analyzer 
which does not use biotin- streptavidin capture, 

showed normal FT4, FT3 and TSH results, confirming 
biotin induced immunoassay interference in Roche 
method. Since biotin is a water soluble vitamin and is 
rapidly cleared from the body, we repeated TFT of one 
patient 13 hours after the last dose of biotin, on Roche 
platform. There were significant changes in TFT as FT4 
and TSH were normalized to18.5 nmol/L and 0.51 mU/
L respectively. 
 Biotin or vitamin B7 acts as a coenzyme for different 
carboxylases involved in gluconeogenesis, fatty acid 
synthesis and in certain amino acid catabolism. High 
concentration of biotin in blood interferes with the 
immunoassays which rely on the biotin streptavidin 
interaction as an immobilizing system (2).  Henry et 
al. first described biotin interference in immunoassay 
yielding erroneous TSH and FT4 results of a newborn 
who was on biotin supplement (3). Biotin interference 
gives falsely high or low results in competitive or 
immunometric immunoassay respectively (4). It may 
cause falsely raised thyrotropin receptor antibodies 
(TRAb) as seen in one of our patients. This could lead to 
a misdiagnosis of Graves' disease. Biotin also interferes 
with the measurement of testosterone, oestradiol, 
dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate (DHEAS), parathyroid 
hormone, ferritin and thyroglobulin, testosterone, 
thyroglobulin, leutinizing hormone (LH), follicle 
stimulating hormone (FSH), sex hormone binding 
globulin (SHBG), vitamin B12 and folate (4).
 Clinicians should always interpret laboratory results 
in the context of patient's clinical state. A high index 
of clinical suspicion and good collaboration with the 
laboratory is essential to prevent and detect erroneous 
results which could otherwise lead to misdiagnosis, 
unnecessary, expensive additional laboratory and clinical 

Summary Biotin or vitamin B7 when ingested in high doses may cause immunoassay interference 
leading to false potentially misleading results. It is important that clinicians should always 
interpret laboratory results in the context of patient's clinical state as erroneous results may 
lead to misdiagnosis and injudicious treatment with adverse patient outcome.
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investigations in addition to injudicious treatment with 
adverse patient outcome. 
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